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a- EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Free-piston Stirling engines (FPSE) are advanced conversion power syytems

that operate with two moving parts to produce electrical power from most

any fuel source, with high efficiency and high reliability. Mechanical

Technology Incorporated (MTI) is developing the FPSE for stationary com-

mercial applications in the size range below 10 kW. Because of the poten-

tial strategic and logistics advantages offered by these machines, the

U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Development Command has contracted MTI to

project the capability of the FPSE to meet requirements for military ground

power. This report documents the results of that study.

The methodology employed in this study involves the comparison of test

data and design calculations with military requirements and standard
. documents. Because the current development is oriented toward commercial

applications, engineering projections were made to evaluate the feasibility

of adapting the FPSE for military use.

Operational requirement parameters were divided into six categories:

physical. thermodynamic, audio, material, operational, and electrical.

The results of the ensuing parametric assessment are summarized in the

table that follows.

Meets or
Exceeds Below

Parameter Requirements Requirements Comments

Physical X Component Technology
Advancement Required

Thermodynamic X to Meet Weight Speci-
ficat ions

Audio X

Materials X

Operational X

Electrical X

iii
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Of the six categories assessed, only the physical requirement for low

system weight would demand additional technological development for FPSEs
t to have the capability for complying with military specifications. In

all othitr regards, the FPSE was found to have the capability for meeting

or exceeding the requirements. Further, when comparing the projected

militarized FPSE generator system with alternative geaqrators from the

existing standard family, the FPSE was determined to be potentially superior

in all aspects.

The specific conclusions that were drawn from the study are stated as

follows:

* The state of the art of FPSEs allows for current

commercial hardware designs to achieve a significant

portion or the military requirements and standards.

• Engineering projections show that, in the near term,

the FPSE can be developed to comply with all

military requirements for ground power.

e Present FPSE hardware designs compare most favorably

with alternative generator sets now in the standard

family.

•Adv&nced FPSEs will surpass the operational

characteristics of alternative standard family

generator sets ir All respects.

a The onerational and developmental testing of a FPSE

generator operating with military logistic! fuel

capability could be established by 1984.

* A system development program needs to be implemented

in order to adapt commercially oriented FPSF technology

for military application.

iv
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4 1.0 INTRODUCTION

This document comprises the final report of a study to project the capability

of free-piston Stirling engine (FPSE) generators to meet military require-

ments for mobile electric power. The study was conducted by Mechanical

Technology Incorporated (MTI) for the Army's Mobility Equipment Re~earch and

Development Conmmand (MERADCOM) under contract DAAK70-81-C-0115. The conclu-

sion of this report is that the FPSE can, with continued development, meet[ or exceed all of the military requirements for 3 kW silent tactical genera-

tors operating on military logistic fuels.

'it
1.1 Background

In 1969, MERADCOM published a report detailing the results of a survey that

was conducted "to critically review the entire silent, power generationNI

technology field." 1  The purpose of the survey was to provide guidance for
program planning in the early development of reliable and silent military

ground power sources. A Stirling-cycle engine-generator was among the candi-

date energy conversion systems considered in the survey. Regarding Stirling

engines, the report commented that "the hardware is a complex mechanical

system requiring strong design discipline in order to seal the working fluid

and maintain good control over the system under dynamic operating conditions."

Since 1969, significant advances have been accomplished in Stirling engine

technology that address the identified limitations reported. Most notably,
L' the reduction to practice of the FPSE in the early 1970s provided a simple,

hermetically sealed, gas lubricated design with the potential for a long

life and high reliability. Additionally, the FPSE is characterized by the

same attractive operating features that are common to most Stirling engines:

high efficiency, multifuel capability, and quiet operation.

1.2 Technical Concept

MTI is developing the FPSE for a variety of commercial product applications.

The basic design approach for FPSE integrates power cycle machinery and load

devices within a single hermetically sealed unit. Integration of the engine

"'A Silent, Electric Power Generator for Tactical Applic tions Special Study,"
US MERDC, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, June 1969, Report 1954.
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S£ section with a linear alternator load is illustrated in Figure 1-1(a) and

is compared with the more conventional Stirling engine rotary alternator

configuration shown in Figure 1-1(b). FPSE generator configurations operate

with only two moving parts that utilize working fluid gas springs to con-

trol their prescribed motions. These two dynamic components, the displacer

piston and the alternator piston, are supported on gas bearings. The gas

bearings provide a working fluid gas lubrication for the moving surfaces.

As a result, all surface contact is eliminated during engine operation.

These design features provide the FPSE with an inherent potential for achiev-

ing long life with a high degree of reliability. Figure 1-2 schematically

illustrates the engine's reliability-oriented features.

In addition to an inherent potential for durability, the FPSE achieves high

efficiency over a broad operating range. Theoretically, the power cycle

efficiency is equal to the Carnot efficiency for an equivalent set of oper-

ating temperatures. In practice, nearly 70% of Carnot efficiency can be

realized through good design technique. In the low-power range (<10 kW),
the FPSE offers a definite efficiency advantage over alternative power con-

version devices.

The FPSE utilizes helium as a working fluid in a closed-cycle operation.

Energy is input to the engine at high temperature through the engine hot

side heat exchanger known as the beater head. Because the heat input is i
accomplished external to the engine's hermetic encasement, the FPSE can

efficiently utilize a variety of high-temperature energy sources such as

combustible gases, liquid fuels, biomass solids, nuclear radiation, and

concentrated solar radiation.

Because the FPSE operates both efficiently and reliably irrespective of the

energy source, these attractive power converters are being developed for a

variety of system applications. Some examples of the applications under

consideration include residential, heat-activated heat pumps and total energy

systems, stationary and mobile battery chargers, portable electric power

systems, solar thermal power units, and remote-site electric generators.

1-2
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A number of FPSE units have been developed and tested at MTI since the mid

1970s. Some of these units are shown in Figure 1-3. The state of the art

of the FPSE is MTI's 3 kW Engineering model Engine Generator. The Engi-

neering Model can currently be classified as a nonsystem advanced develop-

ment prototype.

1.3 Militarization Study

By virtue of its unique operational capability, the FPSE offers potential

advantages of a strategic and logistic nature to users of mobile power

equipment in a military environment. For this reason, MERADCOM contracted

MTI to perform an assessment study of the suitability of the FPSE for meet-

ing the military's need for ground power. The program objective was to

utilize test data and design calculations to project the capability of the

FPSE to meet military requirements for tactical. generator sets. The work

scope consisted of two major tasks:

Task 1.0 Design Evaluation

Task 2.0 Development Plan

The purpose of Task 1.0 was to compare FPSE test and design data with suit-

able military standards and specifications. Task 2.0 involved the prepara-

tion of a development plan to achieve full demonstration of FPSE generator

systems operating on military logistic fuels to provide the electrical power

output performance as-defined in MIL-STD-1332B. The study was accomplished

in four months. The following sections detail the methodology that was

employed and the results that were achieved.

1-5
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2.0 METHODOLOGY

The Task 1.0 effort comprised the major portion of the study. As stated,

the task objective v'as to compare FPSE test and design data with existing

military standards and specifications. The following military documents

were considered:

1. Purchase Description For Low Noise 3.0 kW Stirling Engine Power Plant,

MERADCOM, March 28, 1974. Included were the following reference

documents:

MIL-G-3056: Gasoline, Automotive, Combat

MIL-T-5624: Jet Fuel, Grades JP-4 aud JP-5

MIL-STD-810: Environmental Test Methods for Aerospace and

Ground Equipment, Miscellaneous

"MIL-STD-1472: Human Engineering Design Criteria for Systems,
4 Equipment, Facilities

MIL-STD-1474: Noise Limits for Army Materiel

VV-F-800: Fuel Oil, Diesel

2. MIL-STD-1332B. Definitions of TUctical, Prime, Precise and Utility

Terminologies for Classification of the DOD Mobile Electric Power

Engine Generator Set Family, March 13, 1973. The following reference

documents were considered:

MIL-STD-633: Mobile Electric Power Engine Generator Set

Family Characteristics Data Sheets

MIL-STD-705: Generator Sets, Engine Driven, Methods of

Tests and Instructions

Appendix A contains a replication of these doc'ments. For the purpose of

this study, all information that was derived from the above documents was

categorized as a military requirement even though, as in the case of the

Purchase Description Document, the term requi-ement is not exact.

The following three subsections contain a description of the approach that

was used to complete each of the following subtasks:

2-1
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Subtask 1.1 Test Data Comparison with Requiraments

Subtask 1.2 Design Data Comparison with Requirements

Subtask 1.3 Projected Design Comparison with Requirements.

2.1 Test Data

The primary sources of FPSE test data for Task 1.1 were MTI's Technology
S'V Demonstrator Engine (TDE), MTI's "Prototype Engine", and component test

rigs. Each of these hardware systems was used for exploratory development

at MTI, and they formulated the ý.tate of the art for the FPSE during the

I course of the study.

2.1.1 Technology Demonstrator Enzine (TDE)

The TDE is MTI's 1.0 kW FPSE research engine. The engine was developed

under a contract with DOE and is currently used as a tebt bed engine to

advance the state of the art of FPSEs. By far, the greatest amount of test

r data obtained for this study was from the TDE.

The TDE, shown schematically in Figure 2-1, consists of the following major

components:
: Free-piston Stirling engine (FPSE)

*• Natural gas-fired external heat system

e• Linear alternator

* Controls and auxiliaries.

The TDE was designed to meet the following specifications:

E Electrical power output - 1.0 kW

e Operating frequency 4 45 Hz

* Engine shaft efficiency 730Z.

This engine system was originally designed and built during 1978-1979 and

is equipped with the extensive instrumentation necessary for engine perform-

ance evaluation. Figure 2-2 shows the TDE on its test stand.

2-2
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2.1.1.1 Engine. The TDE is a free-piston displacer type, or ganma engine,

R which is thermodynamically similar to conventional Stirling engines except

that the piston and displacer motions are controlled by the resonant sp.ing-
mass system rather than a fixed mechanical linkage.

The rmodynamics

. '€ The thermodynamic elements of the engine consist of an expansion space and

a compression space that are connected by three heat exchangers: the heater,

regenerator, and cooler. The function of the thermodynamic system is to

convert thermal energy into mechanical energy at high efficiency. The ex-

pansion space is the volume enclosed by the displacer hot end and cylinder
head. The compression space is actually two contiguous volumes. In one, the

displaced volume is due to motion of the displacer cold end; in the other,

the dLsplaced volume is due to piston motion. The compression space is

"isolated" from the expansion space by a clearance seal at the cold end of

the di.;lacer and from the "bounce" chamber by clearance seals around the

power pirron and displacer rod.

Heater

The heater head is a monolithic pressure vessel design which is integral

with the annular regener-tor pressure wall; see Figure 2-3. This design

requires no high-temperature structural weld or brazed joints.

The internal heater is iwmnediately adjacent to the expansion space. Rec-

tangular flow passages and fins are machined into the inside heater pressure

wall to enhance the heat transfer process. The inner heater wall is a thin

shell which separates the heater from the expansion space. This liner ex-

tends past the regenerator down to the cooler. The outside of the pressure

wall has been finned to augment combustion gas heat transfer to the head.

* Regenerator

The regenerator is an annula. porous ring located between the heater and

cooler. The regenerator removes and stores thermal energy from the gas as

2-5
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it flows from the heater to the cooler and adds energy to the gas as it

flows from the cooler to the heater. The outside regenerator wall is part

of the engine pressure vessel and is, therefore, subje to hS.,h internal

pressure. There is a large thermal gradient along the length of this wall

which contributes to the stress level, The wall is tapered to reduce con-

duction losses by taking advantage of higher material strength at the cold
"e• ,end of the wall. The annular regenerator matrix is made up of individual

woven screens made of 1 mm wire and lO0-by-lO0 mesh. The inside wall

(displacer cylinder wail) is a thin walled tube which is designed to prevent

short circuiting of the neater and regenerator.

Cooler

The cooler, located in an annulus between the regenerator and compression

space, rejects he-t from the thermodynamic cycle to a closed loop hydronic

radiator. The cooler has finned flow passages on the helium side and on the

water side. The water side fins also transmit the helium working pressure

to a structural cylinder, thus reducing the required thickness and causing a
/ • temperature drop in the wall. The cooler helium volume is connected to the

compression space volume through the compression space connecting duct.

Dynamics

The TDE has two dynamic components: the displacer and the piston. The

dynamic components iw~pose volumetric boundary conditions on the thermo-

dynamic working space, while the thermodynamics impose pressure forces on

the dynamic elements.

Displacer

The displacer is guided in the engine cylinder by a gas bearing on the dis-
placer rod. The displacer gas bearing system has demonstrated noncontacting

operation between the rod and bearing sleeve. The displacer mass is dynam-

ically coupled to the engine frame by a gas spring designed to balance the
net displacer inertia. The pressure difference across the heat exchangers

Impose a load on the displacer. The power required to drive the displacer

2-7



is supplied by the thermodynamic cycle pressures acting on the displacer

rod area.

K ,Power Piston

The power piston subassembly is the remaining major dynamic element and

consists of an engine piston, alternator plunger, gas spring piston, and

gas bearing journals. Most of the engine thermodynamic power is delivered

to the alternator via the power piston. A piston gas spring is designed

to balance the net inertia of the piston subassembly. The power piston is

radially supported on either side of the alternator plunger by inherently

compensated hydrostatic gas journal bearings.

Gas Springs

The power pLoton and displacer gas springs provide a portion of the spring

fotce required to resonate the piston and displacer mass at the desired fre-

quency. The gas springs, to the first order, undergo adiabatic processes, al-

though thermal hysteresis, seal leakage, and mid-stroke port leakage result

in nonideal spring behavior and losses. The gas springs are provided with

mid-stroke ports that provide make-up of net seal leakage flow. These mid-

stroke ports stabilize the axial locations of the displacer and power pistons.

The capability of the power piston gas spring to function as the bearing

supply compressor is included in the design. A check valve is located be-

r tween the gas spring and the bearing supply plenum. As the pressure in the

gas spring rises above the bearing plenum pressure, the valve opens, supply-

ing gas to the plenum. The gas removed from the spring is made up by mid-

stroke port flow.

2.1.1.2 Combustion System. The combustor system consists of the following

major components: (See also Figure 2-4)

0 Preheater

* Fuel nozzle/swirler cup

* Combustion chamber liner

I Tgniter

* External heater head.

2-8
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The fuel and air are supplied to the combustor from an external fuel/air

control sys tern. The inlet air is preheated by the combustion exhaust in a

folded foil preheater. The preheated air enters the combustion chamber

through a swirler cup to create a turbulent mixing zone. The fuel is in-

jected through the center of the swirler cup into the combustion zone. The

current combustor system is desigaed to burn natural gas at a peak firing

e rate of 60K Btuh.

2.1.1.3 Alternator. The alternator, which provides the mechanical piston

load, is a flux-switching linear alternator. The basic alternator design

is an adaptation of several linear motor designs developed for other M4I

projects. The DC coil in the stator provides the basic circulating flux.

The moving plunger completes the magnetic path around the DC coil and switches
the flux across the double-slot AC coils. The compensating coil in the pole

tips on the plunger reduces the AC flux in the plunger$ which reduces the in-

ductive reactance of the machine.

The magnetic iron in this machine was fabricated of radially oriented lamina-

tions made of Hyperco-5O. This material saturates at a higher flux density

and has lower eddy losses than conventional magnetic iron. The Hyperco.'50

was selected to provide alternator efficiencies in excess of 90%. This high

level of operating efficiency was required for the originally intended

application - isotope source space power systems.

2.1.1.4 Controls. During normal operations, the engine/alternator system

is controlled by two primary control systems: the heat input, or combustor

control system; and the power output, or field control system. The former

is used to control heater head temperature and the latter to control engine

stroke. Both control systems are used for experimental purposes and operate

manually.

2.1.2 "Prototype Engine"

The "Prototype Engine" was built under MTI's privately funded product devel-

opment program. The engine is shown on its test stand in Figure 2-5. The

prototype engine incorporated a unique design approach involving a diaphragm
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displacer drive system. Unfortunately, the engineering difficulties encount-

e red, while attempting to achieve reasonable levels of power output, more than

offset the intended enhancement in engine reliability. Some of the problems

associated with diaphragm displacer engines include unavoidably large dead

volumes, large heater head structures, and excessive material cost - to name

a few. originally designed to be a 3 kW engine, it failed to develop rated

power due to the inherent difficulty associated with scaling diaphragm dis-

placer engines. Furthermore, cost projections showed that engine manufacture
would be expensive. Based on this experience, the diaphragm engine design

a pproach was determined 'jy HTI to be inappropriate for power levels above 1kW,

and was subsequently abandoned. The "prototype"' engine did, however, operate

successfully at part load and as such operational and design characteristics

of the "Prototype Engine" are cited in the test comparison results listed in

Section 3.0.

2.1.3 Component Test Rigs

Two major component test rigs are used to support FPSE development at MTI.

One of these rigs supports combustion system development and the other,

alternator development.

The combustion rig, shown in Figure 2-6, consists of a fully instrumented

free burning combus tor test stand that is used to evaluate combustion pro-

cesses and characteristics such as efficiency, temperature profile,

emissiotl3, adfmestability.

The alternator test rig is a vibration motion amplifier that has the capa-

bility to test alternators up to 20 hp and at strokes of 1.0 inch at fre-

quencies of up to 60 Hz. A picture of the alternator test rig is shown in

Figure 2-7.

2.2 Design Data

Under its FPSE product development program, MTI is developing an advanced

development prototype system called the Engineering Model (EM). During the

course of this study, most of the EM component designs were completed, some

were already fabricated, and still others were undergoing initial testing.
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The EM, therefore, represents the state of the art in FPSE design and was

used as a source of design data for comparison under Task 1.2 of this study.

Furthermore, since the EM desib" is fixed but not yet fully fabricated, it

formulates a precise definition of the term "design data", as interpreted in
this study. Additionally, it provides a clear distinction between the design
data and the design projection evaluated under Task 1.3.

2.2.1 The Engineering Model System

2.2.1.1 The Engineering Model Engine/Alternator System. The Engineering

Model is a full packaged self-contained 3 kW dieuil fuel fired generator

system built around the engineering model engine/alternator unit. The system

is designed to provide 120 V, i•, 60 Hz power quietly, reliably, efficiently,

and with excellent regulation. Ease of operation, ruggedness, and minimal

maintenance are specified design goals. The power control system, a critical

element of any free-piston generator system, is designed to provide the

transient response and steady-state regulation capabilities. The system

includes the following major subsystems:

e Combustor

e Combustor control system

e Engineering 'model engine/alternator unit

o Cooling system

e Power control system.

The EM system is envisioned in its packaged configuration in Figure 2-8. A

description of the engine/alternator unit and the power control system are

provided below.

The EM Engine/Alternator Unit

The EM engine/alternator unit is a single cylinder free-piston displacer

type engine driving a "partially saturated plunger" linear alternator. The

EM is shown with a temporary, oversized combustor unit in Figure 2-9. The

complete EM will have a compact combustor and will be about two thirds the

length of the unit shuwn in Figure 2-9. The engine utilizes only hydro-
static gas bearings and clearance seals in its displacer and piston drive

system for long life and high reliability. The basic engine layout and
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structure are extensions and improvements of the work accomplished with the

Technology Demonstrator Engine. The engine is composed of three major com-

ponents and subsystems:

*, * Heater head

e Displacer system

e Alternator system.

The heater head for the engineering model is a monolithic nickel-based alloy

casting with integral internal and external fin geometries. It is a simple
rugged component designed to provide a rated power operating life of greater

than 10,000 hours.

The displacer drive consists of the displacer body and dome, fully gas

bearing displacer rod, and displacer gas spfings. The displacer body con-

tains the displacer cylinder clearance seal. The displacer drive system and

the resulting dynamics are critical to the performance of the engine power

control system. As such, a proprietary design innovation has been implemented
to ensure that the displacer achieve a desirable dynamic state.

The linear alternator consists of a 0.5 inch thick cylindrical plunger

which reciprocates between inner and outer cylindrical stators. A DC field
coil generates a toroidal flux path linking both the inner and outer stators.

The toroidal flux path passes through the two magneti'cally active rings on

the plunger in passing into and out of the two stators. Consequently recip-

rocating the plunger causes the flux toroid to move axially along the stator.

As it does so, its sinusoidally links and unlinks four physically separate

AC output coils. The AC coils are electrically connected and act as one

single output coil providing alternating AC voltage and power.

This above linear alternator configuration is referred to as a "partially

saturated plunger" alternator because of the magnetic characteristics of the

plunger design. It was chosen for the engineering model because it is rela-

tively rugged and has a low plunger weight. The light plunger weight

allows operation of the EM at 60 Hz without the use of an auxiliary

piston gas spring, resulting in the potential for a'!hieving a higher over-

all efficiency.
2-19



As configured for testing during the 1982 time frame, the EM will have the

following specifications:

* Overall efficiency M 25%

* Rated net electrical power output - 3.0 kW

9 Charge pressure 60 bar

"e Heater head temperature 1400°F

* Ambient air temperature 95 0F.

2.3 Projected Design

As stated, the EM represents the state of the art of FPSE technology that

"has yet to be verified through system testing. The EM, however, was

designed for civilian commercial applications and could not be expected to

meet military requirements fcr ground power in every respect. The variance,

then, between the EM and military requirements formulates the basis for

making design projections to determine the level of difficulty involved in

modifying the EM system to meet those requirements. Hence, all projected

design calculations were based on using the EM as a reference design to

which evolutionary changes or design extensions could be made. Items in-

volving significant technical advancements are identified as such. The

projected design is referred to as the Advanced I)evelopment Prototype (ADP).
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3.0 PARAM4ETRIC COMPARISON WITH REQUIREMEN4TS

The military requirements for ground power were identified from each of the

referenced standards and specifications documents, and were further assembled

into the following separate categories:

e Physical

* Thermodynamic

* Material

aOperational

*Electrical.

Suitbleparameters were then selected for each category to enable a quanti-

fiale vauatonof test lata, design data, and designprjcintbemd

relative to the requirements. This section details the results of that para-

metric comparison.
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&. 3.1 Physical Parameters

Physical parameters were identified as the nonoperational system parameters

including size, weight, orientation, and shock and vibration. A summary of

the physical parameters comparison is listed in Figure 3-1. As indicated,

both the system size and weight would have to be reduced for the projected

Advanced Development Prototype (ADP). In fact, technology advancement is re-

quired to advance the state of the art of linear alternators to achieve light-

weight design capability.

3.1.1 Size

Requirements

The purchase description for a 3 kW Stirling engine power plant requires that

the total system volume not exceed 12 cu. ft.

Test Data

alternator unit has an overall length of 53 in. and an overall diameter of

19 in. yielding a total. vo~ume of 8.7 cu. ft.

The 3 kW "Prototype Engind' has an overall length of 40 in. and an overall

diameter of 12 in.

Design Data

The EM system, as configured in Figure 3-2, has an overall volume of 14.5 cu.

ft. The EM, however, is being designed for laboratory development requiring

easy access of components and space for instrumentation.

The orthogonal views depicted in Figure 3-3 indicate the locations and rela-

tive sizes of the major system components. The engine unit and control system,

which account for the largest single volume elements, are 2.5 cu. ft. andJ

2 cu. ft respectively. The coola..t system radiator has dimensions of

24 in. x 17 in. x 2.25 in., accounting for an additional 0.5 cu. ft.
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Projected Design

A volume of 11.5 cu. ft. is projected for the ADP. This projected volume re-

duction was accomplished by improving the design of the coolant radiator and

control system, and by implementing a packaging scheme that is more appropri-

ate for a commercial system. Details of the cooler radiator system redesign

are given in Table 3-1. An air-cooled engine design is also being considered.
As indicated, the size improvement is achieved at the sacrifice of additional

parasitic power required. Improvements to the control system are listed under

the next section discussion on system weight. The projected system configu-

ration for the ADP is depicted in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.

3.1.2 Weight

Requirements

MIL-STD-1332B requires that the maximum dry weight for a 3 kW generator set

not exceed 300 lb. (Maximum dry weight is the weight of the generator set

less fuel, coolant, lubricant, electrolyte, and optional equipment as speci-

fied in MIL-STD-633.)

Test Data

The I kW TDE has an overall (nonsystem) weight of 482 lb. The subassembly
,•.i weights are:

CombusLor 42 lb

Alternator 75 lb (inclUdIng the alternator pressure vessel)

Total 482 lb

The 3 kW "Prototype Engine" has an overall weight of 466 lb. The subassembly

weights are:

Combustor 71 lb

Engine 130 lb

Alternator 265 lb (including the alternator pressure vessel)

Total 466 lb
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Design Data

The Engineering Model System has a total design weight of 485 lb, and is

comprised of the subsystem weights listed in Table 3-2.

The EM unit and controls account for over 88% of the total weight. The EM

unit, however, was originally designed as a stationary engine for residential

application without being overly concerned for engine /alternator weight. (Figure

3-6 shows the weight breakdown accounting for the EM unit.) It should be noted

that the control system and auxiliaries consist of laboratory-class hardware

that has not yet been value-engineered for a production unit.

Proj ected Design

The EM system was designed as a laboratory demonstrator of a commercial sta-

tionary power generator for which low weight was not a major criterion.

Nevertheless, low weight is an important criterion for military power plants.

Therefore, the projected ADP design concentrated on achieving the 300 lb

military specification.

As indicated in Table 3-2, two major subsystems account for two-thirds of the

total EM system weight - the linear alternator and the control system.

In kocpIng with the need for improvement in linear alternator specific puwer,

a detailed investigation of the FPSE generator system was made and an advanced

lightweight linear alt~ernator was designed under the MTI product development a

program. This advanced alternator, based on proven motor technology, will

result in an overall system weight reduction of 111 lb. Figure 3-7 depicts

the envisioned lightweight ADP engine-generator configuration. The figure

indicates the volume (and mass) reduction provided by the lightweight alter-

a nator concept.

The control system is the second major subsystem that was examined for poten-

tial weight reduction. Because ti~ie EM control system has not yet been

fabricated, nor completely detailed, it is difficult to project the ultimateI

control system design. Nonetheless, there is some basis to speculate that

t~io f~inal configtinition could weigh substantially less than the present EM
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TABLE 3-2

EZGINEERING MODEL, SYSTEM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

["Subsystem Dry Weight (ib)

Combustor 42

Engine 61

Alternator Components

Plunger 6.5
SStator 118.5
Press. Vessel 60
Adz.ptor Plate 26

Total Alternator System 211

Cooling System 13

Fuel System 12

Controls & Auxiliaries 116

Frame 30

Total EM System 485

3rI
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* control system components. Specifically, three items could result in sub-

stantially lower control system weight. Table 3-3 lists the control system

elements as specified for the EM and compares these with projected require-

mnents for the ADP. As indicated, the three components of specific interest

for weight reduction are the starter battery, the power supply, and the

capaci tor.

The FPSE starts quite easily requiring only small amplitude displacer oscil-

lation and a warm heater head to produce positive power output. Therefore,

it is possible that a lower power energy supply would be used for start-up.

Commercially available power amplifiers utilize heavy magnetic components to

provide the proper signal filtering characteristics. Due to the high mnag-

that much of thp power supply magnetics could be eliminated, thereby reducing

system weight by nearly 25 lb.

A capacitor is required for the EM control system to compensate for the in-

4' ductive reactance associated with linear alternator field coils. The ADP,

however, would employ a permanent magnet type of linear alternator that might

not require capacitive compensation in the control system. Elimination of

the capacitor would save an additional 25 lb in total system weight.

Other design areas that show potential for weight reduction simply involve a

conscious effort to eliminate unnecebsary mass. The following FPSE design

elements, shown in Table 3-4, have been identified for possible weight reduc-

tion in the ADP.

In total, the ADP system can be designed to meet the militiry specification

for maximum weight. Table 3-5 indicates the design changes required from the

EM to the ADP to achieve the overall weight goal of 300 lb.
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TABLE 3-3

CONTROL SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND PROJECTED ADP REQUIREMENTS

Weight for Weight for
EM Design ADP Design

r Electronic Control 4

"Current Sensor

Parasitic Load Switch 54

Power Supply 35 10

Auxiliaries 20 15

Battery 10 5

Electronic Power Supply 5 5

Converter 15 12

Transformer-Rectifier-Filter 6 5

Capacitor 15

Total 116 61
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I; . .TABLE 3-4

FPSE DESIGN ELEMENTS AND POSSIBLE WEIGHT REDUCTION

FPSE Design Element Weight Reduction (ib)

Combustor - 7

Displacer Drive - 5

Heater Head - 1

Displacer Post -1

Total -14

Tr

S TABLE 3-5

DESIGN CHANGES REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE WEIGHT GOAL

EM Subsystem Component Weight ADP Subsystem
Subsystem Weight Reduction Weight

Combustor 42 -7 35

Engine 61 -7 54

Alternator 211 -111 100

Cooling System 13 13

Fuel System 12 12

Control System 116 -55 61

Frame 30 -5 25

Total 485 -185 300
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3.1.3 Orientation

Requirements

The 3 kW Stirling Engine Purchase Description requires that the system con-

figuration and the center of gravity shall be such that tipping will not occur

when the unit is tilted 31*.

Test Data

The TDE and "Prototype Engine" have not been configured as total systems.

However, the "Prototype Engine" was operated in both the combustor-up and the

combustor-down positions with no discernible difference in operating charac-

teristics. Furthermore, the gas bearing stiffness is such that the effects

of gravity are small in comparison to the thermodynamic forces. It is, there-

fore, anticipated that orientation will have no effect on the engine/alternator

performance.

Design Data

"The centroid was calculated for the EM system as illustrated in Figure 3-8.

A 31* tilt from the horizontal position was considered for the least stable

configuration. Even under the conditions illustrated, a calculated restoring

moment of 1697 in.-lb resulted. Hence, the EM would operate without tilting

in such an orientation.

Projected Design

The centroid for the ADP is shown in Figure 3-9. With a 31* tilt, the ADP

would be stable having a restoring moment of 780 in.-lb.

3.1.4 Mechanical

The mechanical requirements for military generatur sets involve design capa-
bility to withstand:

e Drop Test (free fall)

* Vibration Test

* Drop Test Ends

* Railroad Impact Test

* Humidity Test.
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The tests required are specified in MIL-STD-810B and MILWSTD-705. Pertinent

*-excerpts from these documents are listed in Appendix B.

* Test Data

The available hardware systems are nonsystem prototypes to which the stand-

ards do not apply. However, MTI has developed several free-piston. resonant

compressors that were subjected to U.S. Navy drop hammer tests and continued

to operate successfully. Since the FPSE dynamic components are of a construc-

tion and operation that arc similar to the earlier resonant compressors, and

since they use the same chrome oxide surface protective coatings, FPSEs are

anticipated to withstand U.S. Army shock and vibration tests equally well.

Desiin and Prolected Data

Both the EM and the ADP frames and mounts were sized to survive the specified

military drop tests.

I0.
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3.2 Thermodynamic Parameters

Thermodynamic parameters are considered to be all those operational parameters

involving heat transfer, heat flow, energy conversion and the operation of

associated systems. Table 3-6 lists a summary of the thermodynamic parameter

comparison. As indicated, the projection is for the FPSE to significantly

exceed the requirement for maximum fuel consumption and to meet the require-

[ ments in all other aspects.

3.2.1 Specific Fuel Consumption

Requirement

The 3 kW Stirling Engine Purchase Description requires that the rated load

fuel consumption of the engine including all accessories necessary to sustain

operation in the generator set not exceed 0.6 lb of fuel per brake horsepower

hour on any of the fuels listed (combat gasoline, JP-4, JP-5, DF-1, and

DF-2).

Because the FPSE has the linear alternator integrated with the engine in a

hermetic encasement, a more accurate measure of fuel consumption would include

"the alternator efficiency and would be expressed in terms of pounds of fuel

per net kilowatt-hour. Assuming that a rotary alternator has typical rated

efficiency of 85%, then the military requirement as specified in the purchase

description would be 0.95 lb of fuel per net kilowatt-hour.

Test Data

The TDE consists of three major subsystems; combustor, engine, and alterna-

tor. The TDE is a research system, and, as such, its component subsystems

have not been matched to operate simultaneously at their optimum conditions.

As an example, the alternator was designed to operate at 60 Hz, whereas the

engine was designed for 45 Hz. Therefore, taken as a system, the measured TDE

performance does not accurately represent the performance capability of FPSE

technology. For this reason, two separate sets of measurements are being

considered here, to calculate specific fuel consumption (SFC): one based on

independently measured component efficiencies and the other based on measured

system performance.
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Figures 3-10, 3-11 and 3-12 show the measured peak efficiencies for the engine,

alternator, and combustor system respectively. The engine/alternator drive

(or transmission) system taken as a whole includes the gas springs and gas

bearings. This is estimated to be about 90% efficient. Finally, th- TDE

operates with total auxiliary support from the laboratory test cell. It is

estimated, however, that a well-designed auxiliary system for the TDE would

consume about 11% of the gross power generated.

The measured component efficiencies provide a total of 0.22 for the whole

optimized TDE; see Table 3-7. Based on the above measurements and estimates,

the following calculation can be made for the SFC of an optimized TDE.

3413 Btu 1 1

kWh 18,300 Btu/lb (DF-2) 0.22

SFC = 0.85 lb/kWh

"A' Taken as a total system consisting of unmatched components, the best measured

overall system efficiency is 14% and consists of the measurements listed in

Table 3-F. Th, offlclency calculation is as follows:

3413 Btu 1 1
kWh 18,300 Btu/lb (DF-2) 0.14

SIC .1.3.1 lb/kWh.

Design Data

The EM has been designed and is being developed as a well-matched system to

provide good overall performance. Additionally the EM will operate as a stand

alone system providing all of the auxiliary power necessary for self-sustained

operation. In addition to the cooling system parasitic power of 165 W (de-

tailed in Section 3.1.1), auxiliary power is required for the combustor sys-

tem's air blower (75 W) and atomizer (60 W). A description of these two

components Is provided in Table 3-9.
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low: TABLE 3--7

TDE MEASURED COMPONENT EFFICIENCIES

Subsystem Maximum Efficiency

Combus tor 0.85

Engine 0.36

Alternator 0.90

Drive 0.90

Auxiliary 0.89

Total 0.22

TABLE 3-8

TDE M4EASURED SYSTEM EFFICI-2CIES

Subsystem Measured Efficiency (%)

Combustor 0.8

Engine 0.29

Alternator/Drive 0.67

Auxiliaries 0.89 (est.)

Total 0.14

3-29
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TABLE 3-9

PARAMETERS FOR THE COMBUSTOR AIR BLOWER AND ATOMIZER

Air Blower

Propeller Diameter 4.2 in.r* Housing Motor Diameter 6.88 in.

Operating Speed 16,000 rpm

Pressure Head 15.7 in. H20

Flow 9.86 cfm

Power Consumption 75 W

Atomizer Air Compressor

Type 4 vanes swastika

Rotor Diameter 2.17 in.

Length 1.50 in.

Housing I.D. 2.32 in.

Operating Speed 1725 rpm

Pressure Drop 10 psia

Power Consumption 60 W

13
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The total auxiliary power requirements for the EM total 480 W and consist of

the following:

Cooling System Fan 75

Cooling System Pump 90

Combustor Blower 75

Combustor Atomizer 60
@,•!Con trolis 180

To lot a]. 480 W

Now, considering both the parasitic power requirements and the subsystem

design goals, the total. EM system efficiency design target is 0,25, as seen
v,;in Table 3-10. Tilt following total system performance is cal-culated for the

k .. EM system:

3413 Btu 1 1'•);+SFC SFC•-kWh 18, 3 0 0 Btu/lb 0.25

SFC = 0.75 Ilb/kWh.

SProjected fes1gn

One of the design objectIvws of the advanced development prototype is to

improve upon the EM comlonent efficiencies so that an overall system effi-

ciency of 30% results. The major sources of improvement are expected to be

realized In the engine and a.lternator subsystems. It has been determined

that by reducing the alternator flux gap from 0.045 in. to 0.010 in., the

alternator efficiency wIll increase from 85 to 90%. On the engine side, an

oefficiency Improvement is expected to be realized by decreasing the displacer

drive losses. The overall prnjec ted system ef ficiency and SFC for the ADP

Is given in Table 3-11. The calcutat ion for system efficiency follows:

=3413 Btu 1 ____ 6 1
kWh 18,300 Btu/lx 0.30

SFC = 0.625 lb/kWh.
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TABLE 3-10

-- 3 kW EM SYSTEM EFFICIENCY DESIGN TARGETS

Subsys ternficec

Combustor 0.90

eEngine 0.40

Alternator 0.85

*Drive 0.97

Auxiliaries & Controls 0.84

Total 0.25

*It should be noted that the high drive efficiency

411 for the EM results from the elimination a major

source of efficiency loss - the power piston

aft-gas spring.

TABLE 3-11

ADP PROJECTED EFFICIENCY

Combustor 0.90

Engine 0.45

Alternator 0.90

Drive 0.97J

Auxiliaries & Controls 0.84

Total 0.30
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3.2.2 IR Signature

Requirements

Although no military standard currently exists for power plant infrared (Ik)

radiation signature, the intent is to limit the system exhaust plume to a

minimum practical level.

Test Data

Both the TDEs and "Prototype Engines" have a nonsystem research configuration,

which do not accurately reflect IR signature for total systems. Therefore,

no IR signature test data is available.

,. Design Data

A calculation was made to determine the temperature of the exhaust plume of

the EM system. This calculation is depicted schematically in Figure 3-13.

The EM frame is designed as an enclosure to ensure adequate mixing of the

combustor exhaust gas with the warm coolant air. As indicated In Lhe figure,

the calculated exhaust plume temperature is 124 0 F on a 90OF ambient day. To

be detailed in Section 3.5.4, the EM is designed to have a nearly constant

performance independent of ambient temperature. The net exhaust plume for

the EM systeiii, then, wil be 18% above ambient.

Projected Design

The ADIP will have a significantly lower net temperature rise than the EM for

two reasons:

1. The AIR is more efficient than the EM, thereby requiring less

heat rejected.

2. The ADP employs a smaller coolant radiator that produces nearly

twice as much flow as does the EM radiator.

The calculated IR signature for the AI)P is shown in Figure 3-14. As shown,

the AIP will have a net temperature rise above ambient of 7oC.
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3.2.3 Exposed Metal Temperature

Requirement

According to the 3.0 kW Stirling Engine Purchase Description, all parts

that are of such a nature or so located as to become a hazard to operating

personnel shall be fully enclosed or so located as to minimize such hazards.

Test Data

In order to verify the low exposed metal temperatures of FPSEs, temperature

measurements were taken by placing thermocouples at various locations on

the TDE during operation. The TDE was operating at 60% rated power, and a

stable operating condition was established for 10 minutes prior to recording

the temperature measurements. Figure 3-15 shows the results of those measure-

ments. Only the combustor exhaust pipe has a temperature of sufficient de-

gree to be a concern to operating personnel.

Design and Projected Data

Both the EM and ADP systems will be configured so that the combustor exhaust

pipe is internal to the overall system package and totally removed from
possible contact with operating personnel.

3.2.4 Multifuel cabtl_

Requirements

The 3.0 kW Stirling Engine Purchase Description states that the engine,

burner, fuel supply system, and fuel control system shall be designed to

operate on the following light petroleum distillates:

* Combat gasoline per Specification MIL-G-3056

* Jet fuels JP-4 and JP-5 per Specification

MIL-T-5624
fA

e Diesel fuels lF-l, DF-2, and DF-A per Specification

VV-F-800.
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Test Data

MTI's experience with fossil-fired free-piston Stirling engines includes

the-TDE and "Prototype Engines" burning natural gas and methane fuels.

Extensive rig testing of the TDE combustion system was conducted using

methane. The results of these tests, described in MTI Report No. 81FPSE2,

,e indicated:

1. Good ignition and blowout limits, e.g., lean air/fuel ratio

limits of approximately 50 and 300 respectively.

2. Combustor, although designed for 3 kW heat input, is capable

of running up to 10 kW.

3. Sufficient combustor volume and acceptable wall temperatures
! ~(<1.700F•).'

4. A very flat combustor exit-gas temperature profile.

Subsequent running on natural gas (90-95%) methane) in the engine has also

indicated satisfactory operation.

"The current TDE and Prototype combustion systems have utilized methane or

predominantly methane (natural gas) fuels. With adjustments to the gas nozzle

orifice size, other gases such as ethane, propane and butane could easily be
accommodated. In considering only combustion principles, olefin series gases

such as ethylene, propylene or butylene could also be burned. However, the

tendency of these compounds to form gum could be detrimental to the heater or

preheater. As a general rule, gases of a lower heating value of 800 Btu/SCF

could probably be utilized on the current TDE engine with no modifications

other than nozzle orifice size. Other fuels, such as hydrogen (274 Btu/SCF),

carbon monoxide (321), oxygen (200-300) or air-blown coal-derived low-Btu

gases (90-150), coke oven gas (-500), and process gases (consisting of CO,

methane and inerts), would require extensive redesign of the combustor, fuel

injector and preheater as well as a rig development program.
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Design Data and Projected Design

The Engineering Model is being designed to operate on natural gas and on diesel

fuel. The EM fuel i..apability will be continually improved so that the ADP will

following discussion addresses the design considerations to achieve this cap-

ability. For the Stirling engine continuous combustion system, the relevant

physical, chemical and thermodynamic properties of light petroleum distillate

fuels are similar. The key word here is relevant. Fuel properties such as

distillation range, vapor pressure, lead content, octane number and cetane

number are not of particular concern. For example, the latter two indicate

auto ignition temperature requirements for spark ignition (high auto ignition

temperature to prevent knock) and diesel engines (low auto ignition tempera-

ture), which are irrelevant to a continuous combustion process at atmospheric.

pressure. For the liquid fuels being considered, the applicable properties

include specific gravity, freezing point or pour point, flame temperature,

lower heating value, viscosity and sulfur content. A comparison shown in

Table 3-12 of some of these properties reveals the approximate range of

variation.

The fact that the hydrogen/carbon mole ratio of gasoline, jet fuel and diesel

fuel is approximately constant ("4,.8) means that the mass ratio of air/fuel

to achieve a given temperature rise is also roughly the same. Thus, a control

system which provides a constant air/fuel to achieve a predetermined tempera-

ture rise (desirable from a cycle efficiency viewpoint) would be relatively

insensitive to fuel type if fuel flow control is on a mass basis. If volu-

metric fuel flow control is used, the largo! specific gravity variation

must be factored in,perhaps with a simple manual adjustment. Another alter-

native would be to use an exhaust gas oxygen sensor to provide feedback to the

air/fuel control. Once again, the small variation in hydrogen/carbon ratio

among these fuels results in a fixed relationship between oxygen (or carbon

dioxide) in the exhaust and air/fuel mass ratio. In summary, it appears

feasible to use a single control system for the range of fuels listed in the

1urchase description.
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TABLE 3-12

RANGE OF LIQUID FUEL PROPERTIES

Property Maximum Minimum % Difference

Specific gravity (60 0 F) 0.83 0.72 15

"Lower heating value (Btu/I.b) 18,500 18,000 3

Adiabatic stoichiometric flame (OF)
temperature "'4100 'V0

Kinematic viscosity @ 100°F (c.s.) 6 0.5

Stoichiometric A/F 14.7 14.5 1

Sulfur (weight %) 1.0 0

,,

Ie
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Fuel supply can also be provided by a single system if the pump is designed

to handle both low lubricity gasoline and high viscosity diesel fuel. Most

diesel fuels will have viscosities of 2-3 centistokes at 100*F; fuel vis-

cosity will have a -major effect on fuel nozzle atomization. For low ambient

temperature operation it may be necessary to heat the fuel to insure adequate

pumpability and atomization, e.g., 6-10 centistokes maximum. Fuel storage
• "' could be in the same tank since all of the army fuels are compatible. It may

be desirable, however, to provide separate tanks if long-term storage areas
k are characterized by aiabl ent temperature extremes.

The combustor itself would also be capable of multifuel operation. The changes

in burner wall temperature, which result from increased flame luminosity, i.e.,

aromatic content-, could be handled by designing the cooling for the most lu-

nminous or radiant flame DF-2 fuel. Likewise, the fuel nozzle spray character-

istics would be based on the most difficult fuel to atomize and ignite; once

again,DF-2. There should be no significant difference in combustion efficiency

from fuel to fuel, i.e., fuel consumption.

Thus, insofar as the engine, combustor, fuel nozzle, air/fuel control and fuel

supply system are concerned, it is feasible to utilize gasoline, jet fuel and

diesel fuel in a single EM design. The possible exception is the preheater.

As sulfur content of the fuel increases (gasoline to jet fuel to diesel fuel)

the amount of sulfuric acid in the exhaust products increases proportionately.

As long as the acid remains in a gaseous state there is no problem. If,

however, the exhaust is cooled below the dew point ("'300*F), a corrosive con-,

densate is introduced. If either the average exhaust gas temperature in the

preheater or the local gas temperature in contact with a cool preheater wall

Is below 300F, condensation occurs. United Stirling of Sweden experience

with the P-40 stainless steel preheater has indicated corrosion using diesel

fuel but none with unleaded gasoline. It seems reasonable to expect similar

results in the EM burning jet fuel or diesel fuel if a stainless steel pre-

heater is used. To prevent this would require reducing the preheater effec-
tiveness n using a material impervious to sulfuric acid (possibly ceramics).
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To develop an EM Stirling engine system to operate on the military fuels

detailed in the purchase description will require:

e A fuel nozzle and combustor optimized for DF-2 fuel but capableI: "of satisfactory operation (efficiency, temperature profile,

ignition and blowout) on gasoline and jet fuel.

. A liquid fuel control system capable of adjusting to changes
"r in viscosity, density and heating value.

e A preheater which is either tolerant of or avoids condensation

of sulfuric acid in the quantities contained in diesel fuel

combustion products.

e A fuel supply system which can handle variations in lubricity,

viscosity and density.

3.2.5 Emissions

Requirements

The purchase description requires that the Stirling engine power plant have

a "low air pollution characteristic"..

Test Data

Gaseous emissions (No CO and HC) of the TDE were measured. A total of nine
•i data points were taken using a matrix of air/fuel ratios (35, 30 and 20 by

volume) and maximum heater head temperatures (400, 450 and 500 *C) burning

natural gas fuel. The results are presented in Figures 3-16 and 3-17, on a

volumetric and mas (emissions index) basis respectively, as a function of

lambda (X) - X was calculated from the gas analyzer CO2 and fuel composition.

The latter is defined as air/fuel divided by the stoichiometric (theoretical

for complete combustion without excess air) air/fuel.

The following conclusions can be made:

a Small variations in preheat temperature, heater load, and mean

head temperature did not affect the emissions levels.

* As combustion becomes leaner (increasing X) NO decreases and COx

increases as expected.
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e Emissions levels are extremely low. That is, NO was less than
x100 ppm and CO and HC indicate a high combustion efficiency.

0 TheTDE data compares favorably to published emissionc of the

GPU-3 burning diesel fuel.

Design Data and Projected Design

Both the EM and the ADP are being designed to achieve low ch,-mical enmmissions

from liquid fuel sources. Much of the appropriate technology to accomplish

this is being developed under the DOE Automotive Stirling Engine Program.

3.2,6 Fuel System Safety

Requirements

Paragraph 4.5 of MIL-STD-1472A requires that a fail-safe design be provided

.in those areas where failure can disable the system or cause catastrophe

through damage to equipment, injury to personnel, or inadvertent operation

of critical equipment.

Test Data

The Stirling engine combustion system, operating at essentially atmospheric
pressure, is no more dangerous than a residential gas- or oil-fired furnace/

boiler or vehicle internal conibuvticn engine. The potential hazards of the

Stirling engine or any other fossil fuel combustion system are:

* Fuel leakage, i.e., harmful vapor, explosion or fire.

e Combining the combustion process to the system designed for

that purpose.

* Leakage of combustion products containing carbon monoxide.

For "Prototype Engine" fuel system, a number of safety features are provided.

Starting at the natural gas supply, a pressure switch indicates pressures
that are either too high or too low. If either condition occurs, provisions

exist to shut the engine down. For positive control there is an on/off sole-

noid switch to stop the flow of natural gas when the engine is not in use.
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I .In order to open the solenoid, it is necessary for the test cell exhaust fan

to be on, thus ensuring adequate ventilation if there should be leaks in

either the gas or engine exhaust systems. After the solenoid, there is a control

valve to adjust heat input to the cngine. In the event of failure, the valve

will automatically close. If a loss of air supply occurs, provisions exist

to automatically shut off fuel. Finally, once the engine is shut down, the

blower is left on to cool the hot parts and to purge the combustion system

of unburned fuel and products of combustion.

For the P-40 Automotive Stirling Engine (ASE) to burn unleaded gasoxine, an

on/off fuel solenoid valve is also used. Should loss of air occur, the Bosch

K-Jetronic air/fuel controller will sense the loss ot air and stop fuel flow.

After shutdown, the atomizing air is left on to purge the nozzle of fuel so

that it does not drop on the hot parts and ignite.

Both FPSE and ASE combustors are designed to aerodynamically stabilize the

combustion process in a predetermined volume through the use of swirling air.

By suitably locating the ignitor and fuel injector and by providing a swirl

induced recirculating region, a flame is prevented from occurring upstream

of the combustor. By providing a larger than necessary combustor volume,

combustion is complete before the heater head. As a further safeguard, the

ignitor of the P-40 engine is always on.

In summary, the potential for natural gas, liquid fuel and exhaust system

leakage or combustion external to the burner is no greater than current

residential, commercial, military or vehicle systems burning fossil fuels.

Design Data and Projected Design

Both the EM and the ADP will be dejigned to incorporate safety controls that
will provide for complete fail-safe operation of the liquid fuel combustor.
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3.3 Audio Comparison

Requirements

The purchase description requirement for noise states:

"The power source shall be inaudible to the unaided ear of an

Sobserver located in a quiet jungle background 100 meters from

the power source. Compliance with this requirement will be

considered to be demonstrated when the audio noise sound pres-

sure levels emanating from the set during operation from no

load to full rated load meet the following criteria when the

microphone is located 1.2 meters above the ground on a 6 meter

radius circle measured in any direction from the geometrical

center of the set.

Octave Band Center Maximum Noise Level in
Frequency, Hz Decibels re/ .0002 Microbar

63 60

125 46

250 44

. 500 45

1000 45

2000 46

4000 47

8000 48

During acoustical measurements, the ambient background noise

levels, including wind noise, shall be at least 10 db below

that of the set noise in each octave band."

Test Data

Stirling engines are inherently quiet due to the continuous atmospheric com-

bustion means of Inputtirg energy to the working cycle. Free-piston Stirling

engines have even a greater capacity for quiet operation due to the utiliza-

tion of onlv two moving parts on gas hearings.
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Noise measurements were taken of the TDE in operation in its test cell in

order to establish a frame of reference for estimating initial FPSE system

operational noise. Figure 3-18 illustrates the test environment in which the

noise measurement was made. As illustrated, the test cell environment pro-

vided for a high degree of reverberation as indicated by the dramatic differ-

ence between the measurements taken with the cell door open and the cell door

closed. The measurements were taken at one point with a B&K type 2203 noise

meter over the full frequency range. The noise sources were determined to be

the engine/alternator and combustor subsystem, as well as the experimental

mounting frame and an external gas bearing pump. No attempt was made to

simulate noise that would be generated by the coolant system exhaust fan.

Although the test set-up was admittedly crude, the test results, shown in

Figure 3-18, are indicative of the potential of the FPSE to meet the military

requirements for silent power systems.

Design Data and Projected Design

It is probable that, in a completely packaged FPSE generator system, the major

noise source contribution would be from the coolant system radiator fan and

motor. Therefore, care was taken in the EM and ADP radiator system design to

minimize the audio emission potential. The following elements were considered ~
to minimize noise emissions:

e Torin radiator fans were selected so that the required air

f low matched the maximum fan efficiency. This should produce

the lowest sound pressure level (SPL).

a Relatively low speed (1140 rpm) was selected for a low SPL.

e The fan and pump motor mounts will be vibration-isolated

from the system frame.

9 The EM frame includes an enclosure that contains sound

insulating materials to baffle any high-frequency emissions.

Figut, -19) illustrates the frame enclosure envisioned

for the EM.:1
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3.4Matrials omprison

Requirements

The purchase description material guideline states

"Material used shall be of good commercial quality for the

purpose intended. Materials which are latest state-of-the-

art may be considered in order to achieve design objectives.

In all cases materials used should be consistent with strength

required for performance, safety and reliability."

Test Data

P. The materials used to construct the TDE and "Prototype Engine" are listed in

Tables 3-13 and Table 3-14 respectively. The materials listed are consistent

with the materials requirements.

DeinData

Table 3-15 indicates the compliance with requirements of the materials selected

for fabrication of the EM system.

Projected Design

The ADP will incorporate commonly available engineering materials in its de-

sign as does the EM system. One item is, however, worth noting: The dramatic

weight reduction that will be accomplished in the ADP alternator system re-

quires the use of 2 lb of samarium cobalt permanent magnets. The decrease in

system weight, however, will compensate for the use of the increased cost

permanent magnet material. it should be noted, however, that alternative

magnets, are being considered for their impact on system weight.A
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TABLE 3-13

TDE MATERIALS LIST

Combustor:

'V Fuel. nozzle Brass

Recuperator 316 SS

Combustor cup 316 SS or 310 SS or Inco 625

Combustor liner Kaowool

B&W Kaowool (Alumina Oxide Fiber)

Engine:

Displacer 316 SS

Heater head Inconel 617

Regenerator 304 SS

Cooler Aluminum

Pressure vessel 304 SS

Alternator:

Stator & Plunger Hypereo 50/Copper

Bearings/Piston/Cylinder Chrome Oxide/Aluminum

Gas Spring Aluminum
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TABLE 3-14

PROTOTYPE ENGINE MATERIALS LIST

Combustor:

Fuel nozzle assembly Brass

Recuperator 316 SS

Combustor cups 310 SS

Engine:

Displacer assembly 316 SS

Diaphragm packs 301 SS

Heater head 316 SS

Heater tubes 316 SS
Regenerator 304 SS

Cooler Aluminum

Alternator:

Stator Iron/Copper

Plunger Iron

BearInngs,/Pistons/Cylinders Cr0 2 Coated Aluminum

Gas springs Aluminum
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TABLE 3-15

EM MATERIALS LIST

Combustor:

Fuel Nozzle Brass

Recuperator 316-SS

Combustor Cup 316-SS or 310-SS or Inco-625

Combustor Liner Kaowool

B&W Kaowool (Aluminum Oxide Fiber)

Engine:

I# "'Displacer 316-SS

Heater Head Inconel, 718

Regenerator 304-SS

Cooler Aluminum

Pressure Vessel Low Alloy Steel

Alternator:

Stator & Plunger Hyperco-50/Copper

Bearings/Piston/Cylinder Chrome Oxide/Aluminum
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3.5 Operational Parameters

Operational parameters are considered as those items that characterize system

operation. Table 3-16 summarizes the comparison of operational parameters

with military requirements. As indicated, the FPSE is expected to meet or

exceed each of the requirements.

3.5.1 Power

Reurement

The purchase description requires the generator set to be capable of producing

continuous power of 3 kW.

Test Data

The TDE was designed for 1 kW electrical power output at 720 *C. Although

mechanical constraints presently preclude operation at the maximum tempera-

ture point, the design power output level was exceeded. Figure 3-20 illus-

trates the thermodynamic power output that was achieved by the TDE as a

function of heater head temperature.

Design Data

The EM is designed to have a gross electric power output of 3800 W. The para-

sitic load required to operate the auxiliaries and the control system, however,

will require 480 W and the new available power output will be 3.3 MW

Pro-jected Design

The EM is designed to have a certain degree of design margin to ensure that

at least 3 kW electric is available to the user. Based on performance testing

of the EM, the ADP will be scaled accordingly to provide precisely 3 kW rated

power output.

3.5.2 Frequency

RequirementsI
MIL-STD-1332B requires that the generator maintain an operating frequency of

60 Hz.
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Fig. 3-20 TDE Thermodynamic Power Output
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Test Data

FPSEs perform as thermal oscillators and operate at the resonant frequency as

determined by the system dynamic design parameters (charge pressure, area, and

piston mass). The TDE has been operated up to its resonant frequency of 45 Hz.

The "Prototype Engine" was designed to operate a~t higher frequency levels

"e ~and, in fact, achieved regular operation at 60 Hz.

Design Data and Design Projection

The EM has been designed to operate at 60 Hz. The ADP will also be designed

to operate at 60 Hz.

3.5.3 Climatic Conditions

Requirements

The purchase description states:

"The engine shall be capable of starting and carrying rated load

within 10 minutes in any ambient temperature between minus 25*F

4 and plus 125*F without external starting aids. From minus 25*F

to minus 50*F, external heat may be applied for starting and the

engine shall be capable of carrying load within 30 minutes."

Test Data

The method for starting the TDE is to apply heat to the heater head while

motoring the al~ternator piston until positive power output is developed.

This technique has worked well with cold starts (heater head at ambient temn-

perature) ant' with warm starts (heater head at elevated temperature).

Design Data

There are two issues involved here: ability to maintain rated load and start-

up time for a range of ambient temperatures. These two issues are addressed

in the following discussion.
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1' . .Design calculations were performed for the EM to determine the change in
performance expected between operation at the design point condition of 90*F

and operation at an ambient temperature of -25*F. The calculations were

performed assuming two separate methods of combustor control:

Case 1: Variable speed air blower with fixed fuel/air mass control

Case 2: Variable speed air blower with fixed fuel/air (F/A) volume

control.

The 90*F day formulated the baseline for both control schemes analyzed. The

calculated specific fuel consumption was 0.75 lb/kWh. Calculations were then

made to model the steady-state performance of the system considering each of

the control cases on a -25*F day. The major effects that low ambient temp-

erature has on '3ystem performance arise because of the increased combustion

air density and the lower temperature at which the radiator rejects engine

waste heat.
.1

For Case 1 (fixed F/A mass ratio), the effect on the combustion air was a re-

duction in its volumetric flow rate and a subsequent reduction in heater head

pressure drop. The overall change, however, was so slight that it had no

significant impact on the system parasitic power requirements.

The effect of low ambient temperature on the coolant system radiator was also

examined. A constant heat exchanger effectiveness was assumed for both the
90°F ambient condition and the -25°F ambient condition. This assumption
implies that the temperature difference between the ambient air and the cool-

ant fluid is the same for both ambient conditions. The 90°F baseline included

a coolant temperature out of the radiator of 125*F. Therefore, the coolant

temperature for the .-25*F day was calculated to be +10F. A computer simula-

tion of engine performance was made with the lower temperature and, as expected,

an increase tn calculated engine efficiency resulted. This increase totaled

nearly 15% and yielded a calculated specific fuel consumption (SFC) of 0.68.

"or iCase 2 (fixed IF'/A volume ratio), the effect on the combustion air was an

increase in mass flow rate resulting in a subsequent reduction in combustion
gas temperature and heater head temperature. The reduction in heater head
temperature would cause the F/A controller to supply more fuel until the head
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temperature attains its set point level. This process results in an overall

6% decrease in combustor efficiency. This efficiency loss, however, is com-K : •pensated by the reduced radiator coolant temperature as discussed above. The
overall effect is a net performance be efit, and the SFC was calculated as 0.72.

Performance at 125*F (Ambient) Operation

System operation was evaluated for performance capability with 125*F ambient

e 'conditions. Since the primary concern was to evaluate whether the generator

could, in fact, achieve 3 kW output with elevated coolant temperature, only

the fixed fuel/air control was considered in the analysis. The major impact

of elevated ambient temperature was determined to be a substantial reduction

in both operating efficiency and power output capability. If no modifications

were made, the specific fuel consumption would rise from the 90^F (ambient)

operation of 0.75 to 0.84, and the power capability would fall from 3 kW

to 2.4 kW.

Two engine modifications were analyzed as approaches for achieving full rated

power with 125*F ambient conditions. The first involved overdriving the

combustor to produce a mean heater head temperature of 15000F. (The nominal

heater head design temperature of the EM is 1400*F). The analysis confirmed

that the 100'F increase in heater temperature would allow the engine to pro-

duce a net output of 2.992 kW. In addition, the engine efficiency would

increase to its original level resulting in an overall SFC of 0.62 lb/kWh.

The penalty paid for operating at elevated heater head temperature is a

significant decrease in life. The design point heater life at 1400*F is

10,000 hrs, whereby the heater life at 1500*F would be 600 hrs.

Because of the severe life penalty involved in operating at an elevated heater

temperature, an alternate approach for achieving 3 kW at 125*F ambient was

investigated; namely, increasing the area of the power piston while holding

all other dimensions constant. The analysis indicated that by increasing

the power piston diameter by 10%, a net power output of 3.04 kW could be

maintained on a 125*F day with a heater head temperature of 1400°F. The

swept voutinc rate through the heat exchangers would increase, resulting in

additional pressure drop losses and a consequential increase in SFC to

0.84 lb/kWh.
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The analysis confirmed the capability of achieving 3 kW output with 1250F
S* ambient conditions. The ultimate approach was not identified. However,

two approaches exist for achieving the full rated power. The next gener-
*:. ation design will need to take into account desigi compromises that include

trade-offs between elevated heater head temperature and increased piston

area to ensure the full 3 kW capability at high ambient temperature

conditions.

Table 3-17 lists the calculated fuel consumption values for different
climatic and altitude conditions and for the fully rated power output of

3 kW. As Indicated, the specific fuel consumption never rises above the

maximum military reauirement of 0.95 lb /kWh. The overall conclusion is
m

that the EM, with only slight modifications to the piston diameter, will

' be capable of operating at 3 kW rated power output over the range of

ambient temperatures from -25'F to 125*F.

•, Start-up Time

The effect of ambient temperature upon start-up time involves the additional
time that would be required to bring the heater head up to design tempera-
ture. This time can be calculated from the expression:

~T2

where: m is the heater head mass

c is the specific heat of the heater head
p

T operating temperature 1350*F
2

TI ambient temperature.1i
The above expression was used to calculate the ratio of time needed to reach

full operation between ambient starting temperatures of -25*F and 90*F. The

result is that it would take 9% longer to reach full operating temperature
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on a -25*F day than on a 90*F day. Since the design start-up time for the

EM is less than 2 minutes, it would require up to 2 minutes and 11 seconds

to reach operating temperature from a cold start at -25*F ambient (assuming

that the liquid fuel is adequately prepared for cold weather atomization).

Projected Design

The ADP is expected to have climatic condition responses similar to the

hN.

3.5.4 Altitude Conditions

" • Requirement

The purchase description requires that the engine be capable of developing

and maintaining rated power output at elevations up to and including 5000 ft

with ambient air temperature of 107*F.

• ,! Test DataIi!

No relevant test data have been recorded for any of the MTI research FPSEs.

Design Data and Projection

As stated in the previous discussion, the EM and ADP will have the capability

for maintaining rated load through manipulation of the displacer stroke. The

parameter to investigate, then, is the required change in combustor firing

rate as dictated by the change in engine system efficiency as a function of

altitude.

Calculations were made for both control approaches addressed in the previous

discussion. (The results are listed in Table 3-17). As indicated, little

variation is projected between fuel consumption at sea level and altitude.

Only a slight increase in combustor firing rate would be required.
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3.5.5 Reliability

Requirement

The purchase description requires that:

The generator set shall be designed to be capable of achieving

a Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) of not less than 460 oper-

ating hours under operating conditions specified. For the

purpose of determining MTBF, a failure is defined as any mal-

function which the organizational mechanic cannot remedy by

adjustment, repair or replacement action using the controls,

tools and parts (available at the organizational level) within

one hour and which causes or may cause: inability to commence

operation, cessation of operation, or degradation of performance

' t capability of system below designated levels- serious damage to

the system below designated levels; serious damage to the system

by continued operation; serious personnel hazards. The generator

set shall also be designed for a minimum of 3000 hours of opera-

tion before overhaul.

Test Data

FPSEs have an iaherent capability for achieving high reliability and long

life due to operation with only two moving parts and gas-lubricated beatings.

The TDE engine currently has logged over 500 hours of cumulative test time.
Most of this time involved performance testing, however, an endurance test
was performed during the periods of October 1978 to January 1979. The

objective was to accumulate 200 operating hours and identity those com-

ponents which were limiting engine etidurance.

The endurance test was conducted by running the engine continuously (24 hr/

day) to a component failure. Failures that prevented engine operation were

repaired and the affected components replaced, after which testing continued.
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The initial engine configuration for this test included the:

. Electric heated finned heater head;

9 Displacer with insulation; and,

• �* Gas bearing-supported displacer.

The engine was run at relatively low power (0.7 kW) due to the limitations

of the external heat system. The heat source during this period was a

copper block heated with electric cartridge heaters. This was interfaced

to an internally finned head via a gap filled with powdered metal. The

test stoppages experienced during the endurance testing are shown in

Figure 3-21 and discussed in the following paragraphs. It should be noted

that the only internal engine failures experienced during the endurance test

were the result of fatigue failure of the displacer dome Ceri BlankeL insula-'

tion.

Discussion of Engine Stoppages

2The first 46 hours of operation were primarily for performance evaluation.

During this period, the engine was disassembled for inspection of various

parts and for repair of minor instrumentation problems.

The displacer insulation was the first major failure, occurring after 49.5

hours of operation. The insulation in the displacer shell was subject to a

30-4U Hz vibration, at acceleration loads of 50-100 g, and, as a result,

failed in high-cycle fatigue. Post failure investigation revealed that the

material used (Ceri Blanket) contains mic-oscopic "stones" generated by the
fiber-forming process. The acceleration of these "stones" during operation

apparently pounds the brittle fibers to a dust-like consistency. The pow-

dered insulation was fine enough to penetrate a barrier screen designed to

keep insulation fiber inside the displacer shell and out of the close clear-

ances of the displacer rod bearing. The resulting debris jammed the displacer
rod, stopping the engine. A second displacer assembly was installed. This

displacer also contained insulation.
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The next two stoppages (74.7 and 88.0 hours) were due to unstable engine

operation, and were not related to engine performance. Just prior to each

stoppage, the heater temperature had been slowly increased in an attempt to
•.•.•increase the engine output. At about 350 *C, a 1 Hz oscillation of the engine

amplitude started. As the temperature was further increased, the oscillation

grew out of control, and the engine had to be stopped a-ad cooled down before

Sbeing restarted. These stoppages did not require disassembly of either the

engine or heater head, and testing was continued after cooldown. T'he in-

stability is the result of changes in the interface gap dimension due to

differences in the thermal conductivity of the copper block and the Inconel

617 heater head.

The next engiie stoppage (110 hour.) was to correct a deterioration of engine

performance due to loss of conductance of the metal powder in the interface

gap between the copper heater and head. The copper block was removed from the

head, the powdered metal interface removed, and the system reassembled with

new powder. The engine was not disassembled.

The next engine stoppage (128.5 hours) was the result of a jammed displacer.
•:, .• .. Upon inspection, this was again found to be due to displacer insulation pow-

dering similar to that experienced at 49.5 hours. The insulation was removed

from the displacer, and the affected parts were cleaned. The enp4ne was re-

Sissembled, and the test continued.

¶ The last engine stoppage (198 hours) in this period was the result of a

fatigue failure of the copper block/engine mount. At this point, the

endurance test was terminated, since the endurance goal had been substantially

achieved. The head was replaced with the electric-tubed heater, and per-

formance testing resumed.

It should be noted that the Ceri Blanket insulation is not currently being

used in FPSE hardware.
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•'..a•Desitgn Data

The EM is the first FPSE generator being built into a total system configura-

tion. The MTBF is difficult to project at this point, since many of the

control system and auxiliary components will be evaluated on an experimental

basis. The engine alternator unit is, however, being desigi ied for a 10,000-

A ' hour operational life as determined by a 1% creep life on the heater head.

Projected Design

The ADP system will include auxiliary and main components of such a quality

as to provide an MTBF of 750 hours. The engine/alternator design life will

be 10,000 hours or greater. A reliability study was performed by MTI in

evaluation of a solar-fired 15 kW FPSE. The results of that study are listed

in Table 3-18 as an indication of the types of failures and low failure rates

that could be expected for advanced FPSE systems.

3.5.6 Maintenance

The purchase description emphasizes that the system design should consider
ease of maintenance and repair. Organizational level and direct support level

maintenance and repair shall be able to be performed with field mechanics' tools.

Test Data

The TDE and Prototype Engines are designed for experimental research, and

require periodic repair of a developmental nature. Nevertheless, entire

combustor/engine/alternator systems can and have been disassembled and re-

assembled by two technicians within 4 hours,

Design Data

The EM system is designed to accommodate developmental repairs in a laboratory

environment.
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TABLE 3-18

SOLAR-FIRED 15-kW FPSE RELIABILITY STUDY

Failure Ra~e
Item (failures per 10 hours)

Displacer Orifice Bleed 1.00

Clamping Ring .20

Cooler Assy .20

Cooler Tubes .12
Displacer Spider & Post .10,
Displacer Post Inner .10
Displacer Post "0" Ring (6 ea) .375
Engine Cylinder .10

Cylinder Flange "0" Ring .375
Port Seal "0" Ring .375

Cylinder OD "0" Ring .375

Alternator Stator Cails .137
Spring Washer .200

Tie Bolt .02
Plenum Cap .27

Locknut .10

CUMULATIVE TOTAL 4.047
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Projected Design

The ADP will be capable of being repaired in the field with mechanics' tools.

Periodic, but limited maintenance may be required for the engine/alternator

system. Such maintenance could include checking engine charge pressure and

gas bearing flow rates at 6- to 12-month intervals.

3.. oto

The purchase description requires that the control system be automatic to the

extent that normal operation after start-up can be unattended except for

scheduled maintenance.

Test Data

The TDE is controlled by a combustor control system and an independent alter-

nator field control system. The combustor system utilizes an automatic fuel!

air controller that senses heater head fin temperature and that adjusts the

firing rate to maintain a constant preset temperature. The alternator systemI
utilizes a manual control system to adjust the stator magnetic field coil

voltage to control engine stroke. Additionally, engine charge pressure can

be controlled manually.

All start and stop sequences are accomplished in the test cell manually by

the test cell operator.

Design Data and ProJected Design

The power control system for the EM system is an innovative and proprietary

MTI design which promises to be a significant step in moving the free-piston

engine/alternator from the laboratory to the marketplace. This control

system implies a significant change in the approach to free-piston operation

and control. By implementing the control, the generator system output

voltage and frequency are directly dependent on a predetermined voltage and

frequency input function. Since the system is electrically activated, the

response can be made very fast (as discussed in the next subsection).
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3.6 Electrical Parameters

The electrical parameters are considered to be those parameters; Lih8t charac-

terize the power signal output from the generator system. A comparison be-

tween FPSE electrical parameters and requirements ia shown in Table 3-19.

As indicated, the measured and design data meet all of the requirements ex-

cept for percent of frequency undershoot and percent of voltage dip during a

transient load change. The FPSE recovery time is so fast, as compared to the

required response time, that this might mitigate the degree of undershoot and

dip. In any case, the ADP is expected to meet the ultimate military require-

* ments.

* Requirements

The requirements for electrical performance characteristics of AC generator

sewts are listed In MTL-STD-1332B and are shown In Table 3-20. The generator

class of interest is Utility Class 2A.

Test Data

Neither the TDE nor the "Prototype rngine" was designed to handle quick tran-r ~ sient load changes. Therefore, no transient response tests were conducted.
However, steady-state electrical tests were run on the TDE to determine its

voltage, wave form, and frequency characteristics. Both the short-term.

(30 seconds) and long-term (40 hours) tests were run. A suimmary of the re-

sults of these tests is given in Table 3-21, along with a comparison to the

* required MIL-STD. The backup material for Table 3-21 is included in Figures

3-22 through 3-25.

Figure 3-22 gives the long-term variation of the frequency with time. The

short- and long-term variation of the voltage across a resistive load is shown

in Figure 3-23 and a tabulation of the long-term voltage data is given in

Table 3-22. Figure 3-24 was used to calculate the maximum deviation factor

for the voltage wave form. The figure, Table 3-23 and the equations that

follow present the tabulated data and calculations that were performed to find

the maximum deviation factor.I
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TABLE 3-20

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
AC GENERATOR SETS

I I't, t• I ot l

' b•rancterietfc oaramettt (,Casse I i:ines pA 2 lais I1 I HIL.P•Ti.?nl%
"1r 'Ii. ','oltRAQl characterit ic$aJ

;. ,teadly..tntr.stnlllty (vaiation) (bandwdth)--

,€a) lort term 130 seconds) I 2 2 nfl( b ) L o t. 5 ~ r r ( 4 .h au r s ) . . . . . * T * ,, . ,i •

3. -load,• eromac
(A) Arplicntiom of rated lead

'() pip, I 2i 20 30 , 61912

(b) Pejec ton of rated Ioar-
4 n0 30 10 ... g.22:(Z N ecov ery seec on d a 1..... 0L. , . ' .... 1 t ,'T '

(c) Appiceation of sImulated motor load
(tvwie rated current).(1) DID M• 3 0 HI^ 60 HI^ 11tgt ...

(2) Rtecovery to 95% of rated'voltage•

W,, 04111(Note 2) ) 0.7 N/A - N ,, 19,1
.. " 4.wavolor" (5ere 2)

MA Hn• e t~on factor J?)• • •. 5 0,
Shew/,xL indtviduaL hnrnmonic ............. , -Z -1 " ... •Qi.k..

2 2 2 .2,•' .,• • •'lane 1 ith•ll~alti©d load Pi)
;•o/aft ( uon hoa _,1)h . 11'•20. !

be'Frquenc chare.aoctertatitea {o-'• - i .U1t
, 7, AeLtas adjustment tanle ( i) (kin) (Note 4) -1 ±10 1 -1 .lo,'

" ! b , V -rr#4yc ney characteristics . .. .. 0-3 i •t.• • lo p I U ,

1. Areaulati•u (*4) Adl'able AdJahi -

2. SteadyItets-1tnb*ltty (variation) (bandivdth Y.)
horttm 0as n0e 0, , 2601
L) n to oura . 3

3. Iroahiv,,t performance
"(A) Application of rated load

(1) Undershoot 7. . .. 4 4 4 4 ,.01

(2) ReC~cxer acCon 5) - -

(b s mlertion eo rated l aed(1) Overshoot Q..{ ,) 4 64 , ,O~

(2Z) Recoe ry-rx econd ) 2-, ,, 4I 4 1 O.8,,
V,, frequ ency Adjusltment r aitni 7, (min) (Wh or' e

required) 43 41 4 . 4. )1 ,

NOTt S 1 , yhe veltite od, a btabitnbtle 4( or above this voltagle (not applicable to All $ote rnted 5 kw or

matter, or 500 kw and larger).

2, qpvrifiod values are for three phase outpiot, for single phage0 Add additional 1%,.

3. itth geonerator set ceonnoct*d for three phase output and nupplyiniq a single line-to-line, unity
pyowr factori load of 257. of rated current: and with no other load an the sot. (Not applicable

for singlte phase connections of sets.)

4. For mlod It siets, tipper vo~ttao adjustment to 410% of rated voltage. Fro Mode I met@ operatIL"'l at

io Ila, upper volttage adJustotent may be limited to the nominal voltage# shown In table TV, Note 4.

•,value@ ohcno Its lot sets rated at 15 kw and above.
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TABLE 3- 21
ENGINECLE•NERATOR SPECIFICATIONS

Military TDE

Specifications Requirements Value

V" •1) Voltage

Steady State Stabilit,

(variation) (bandwidth) Z

e short term (30 seconds) 1 <1

* long term (4 hours) 2 2.54

2) Wave Form

* maximum deviation factor % 5 1.5

* individual harmonic Z 2 <2

"3) Frequency

Steady State Stability

(variation) (bandwidth) % u4

* short term (30 seconds) 1 <1

e iong term (4 hours) 3 <2 a

4) Engine Timc Constant (min.) <5

Test Point

Voltage - 68 volts

Current - 7.0 amps

Power Factor - 1.0
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TABKE 3-22

STEADY-STATE VOLTAGE VARIATION DATA

LOAD VOLTAGE RMS LOAD CURRENT RMS
TIME VOLTS FREQ VOLTS FREQ AMPS FREQ AMPS FREQ
(MIN) PEAK HZ AVG HZ PEAK lZ AVG HZ

0(10:00A.M.) 5.68x 44.75 .0649 44.5

10 101 x 102

20 6.43 44.75 5.69x 44.75-101
30 .0668 44.75 .0659 44.75

40 
x 102

50 6.24 44.75 6.31 44.75

60 6.21 44.75 .0708 44.75 .0668 44.75

70 6.28 44.75

80 6.34 44.75 6.37 44.75 .0668 44.75 .0688 44.75

90 .0688 44.75
100 6.37 44.75 .0698 44.75
110 6.34 44.75 .0644 44.75

120(2 Hrs.) 6.37 44.75 6.34 !'4.75 .0693 44.75 .0703 44.75

130 .0693 44.75

140 6.31 44.75 6.28 44.75 .0688 44.75

150 6.37 44.75 6.28 44.75 .0693 44.75

160 .0683 44.75 .0683 44.75

170 6.34 44.75 6.31 44.75 .0688 44.75

180 6.34 44.75 6.37 44.75 .0688 44.75

190 .0578 44.75 .0664 45.00

200 6.34 44.75 6.34 44.75 .0703 44.75

210 6.37 44.75 6.24 44.75 .0693 44.75

220 .0703 44.75 .0698 44.75

230 6.37 44.75 6.28 44.75

240(4 Hrs.) .0703 44.75 .0693 44.75

250

260

270

280

290

300
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TABLE 3-23

VALUES FOR MAXIMUM DEVIATION FACTOR

ORDINATE ORDINATE ANGLE SINE ORDINATE LENGTH
ORDINATE LENGTH SQUARED ELECTRICAL OF EQUIVALENT

NO. (=)2 DEGREES ANGLE SINE WAVE (in..;

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 4.8 23.04 10.59 .184 .38

,1 2 13.7 187.69 21.18 .361 4

3 22.1 488.41 31.76 .526 1.08

4 29.0 841.00 41.35 .674 1.38

5 37.1 1376.41 52.94 .798 1.64

6 46.0 2116.00 63.53 .895 1.84

7 50.8 2580.64 74.11 .962 1.97

8 51.8 2683.24 84.71 .996 2.04

9 50.8 2580.64 95.29 .996 2.04

10 51.0 2601.00 105.88 .962 1.97

11 51.8 2683.24 116.47 .895 1.84

12 48.8 2381.44 127.06 .79 1.64

13 41.9 1755.61 137.65 .674 1.38

14 35.3 1246.09 148.24 .526 1.08

15 27.2 739.84 158.82 .361 .74

16 18.8 353.44 169.41 .184 .38

17 9.1 82.81 180.00 0 0

18 0 0 190.59 -.184 -. 38

19 -9.1 82.81 201.18 -.361 -. 74

20 -18.3 334.89 211.76 -.526 -1.08

21 -27.7 767.29 222.35 -.674 -1.38

22 -37.3 1391.29 232.94 -.798 -1.64

23 -44.9 2016.01 243.53 -.895 -1.84

24 -48.5 2352.25 254.12 -1.97
25 -49.5 2450.25 264.71 .96-2.04 !

26 -50.0 2500.00 275.29 -.996 -2.04

27 -51.3 2631.69 285.88 -.962 -1.9i

28 -48.3 2332.89 296.47 -.895 -1.84

29 -42.2 1780.84 307.06 -.798 -1.64 .

30 -35.1 1232.01 317.65 -.674 -1.38

31 -29.5 870.25 328.24 -. 526 -1.08

32 -22.1 488.41 338.82 -. 361 -. 74

33 -12.7 161.29 349.41 -. 184 -. 38

34 0 0 360.00 0 0

,1
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e Sum of the ordinate value squared:

2
(mm) = 46,112.71

Amplitude -2 iU2- 7l ,i -34 -

Amplitude 52.08 mm

* Maximum Deviation Factor, Figure 3-24:

Ii .03

MDF . x 100 1.45%

Figure 3-25 provides the measured harmonics in the voltage wave form. The

fifth and seventh are the largest harmonics. Table 3-24 gives a tabulation

of the harmonic content after three hours of running.

Desizn Data

As delineated in Section 3.5.7, the EM employs a unique control mechanism to
accommodate quick transient load changes. The concept has been tested to

verify the mechanical performance, and excellent results have been achieved.

"The control system has not yet been tested in a full engine configuration.
However, an analysis has been completed in which the generator transient system
response characteristics were mathematically modeled.

F'igures 3-26 and 3-27 show the traisient response predicted for the electrical

and dynaml.c. parameters of interest. Table 3-25 lists the anticipated transient
responses for the EM system. As indicated, the only deviation from the speci-

fications is exp eted In the frequency undershoot and the voltage dip that will

occur when the load is Instantaneously switched from 20% to full load. A 7%
frequency undershoot is anticipated relative to a 4% requirement, and a 43%

voltage dip is anticipated relative to a 20% requirement; however, the recovery

time will be 0.17 seconds for both the voltage and frequency relative to a 3.0

and 4.0 second requirement, respectively.
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TABLE 3-24

STEADY-STATE VOLTAGE HARMONIC CONTENT TEST DATA

RMS LOAD VOLTAGE 1:51 P.M. RMS CURRENT 1:57 P.M.
MAJOR VOLTS FREQ 2OF'1 AMPS FREQ 0 or

FREQUENCIES PEAK RZ FUND PEAK RZ FUNDAMENTAL
Fundamental 6.28 44.75 .0693 44.75 - -

2nd .0225 90 .358 251x10- 90 .362
S3rd .0932 133.75 1.484 991x 10-6 135 1.430
Si4th .0654 178.75 1.041 709 x10-18 1.023

S ,5th .104 223.75 1.656 .001 223.75 1.443

•: i6th .110 268.75 1.751 .00119 268.75 1.717

7th .0634 313.75 1.009 717x10- 6 313.75 1.034

8th .041 358.75 .652 499x10- 6 358.75 .720

9th .019 402.5 .302 175x10- 6 403.75 .252

1oth .012 447.5 .191 130x10- 6 448.75 .187
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TABLE 3-25

TRANSIENT RESPONSES FOR THlE 214 SYSTEM
EM Predicted Military

Transient Response Performance RSuirMnt

Voltage

- Dip (%)/Recovery (sec) 43/0.17 20/3
Rise (%)/Retovery (sec) 30/1 30/3* Frequency

!i;i,, -Undershoot/Recovery 7/0.17 4/4

• -Overshoot/Recovery 3/2 4/4

3,
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Projected Design

The ADP will be designed to have response characteristics that will meet the

current military requirements, if those requirements are the most desirable

for actual operation. It is recommended, however, that the current require-

ments be reevaluated to determine whether or not it would be advantageous to

have a very fast response at the sacrifice of some bandwidth deviation. If

this is the case, the EM control system, as designed, would also be suitable

for the ADP.

3-86
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Parameter Comparison Summary

S..The general conclusions can be summarized as followst

* The state of the art of the FPSE allows for current

commercial hardware designs to achieve a significant

portion of the military requirements and standards.

*,Engineering projectiol.A show that the FPSE can, in the

near term, be developed to comply with all military

requirements for ground power.

A complilation of the parameters investigated in this study is given in

Table 4-1. Specific conclusions regarding the technology readiness of FPSE

can be drawn from this information. These conclusions can be expressed in

terms of three categories: (1) demonstrated capabilities of established

technology (as evidenced by available "test data"), (2) state of tne

art (as evidenced by ongoing commercial design and development activities),

and (3) future development (as evidenced by design projections and

engineeritig calculations). The following discussio, "ineates these

* -• conclusions.

4.1.1 Summary- of Physical Parameters

Established Technology

Experience to date has primarily been related to nonsystem experimental

development. These units do not meet military requirements for physical

attributes of generator sets.

State of the Art

The current EM design will meet requirements for orientation and mechanical

design. However, the EM was designed as a laboratory prototype system and

will not be capable of meeting size or weight requirements.

Future Development

The ADP will be packaged for a more compact configuration to meet
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military requirements for size. However, some technology development of

* ,lightweight alternator systems will be required to achieve the overall

system weight requirement. If this is accomplished, the ADP would then

meet all requirements for physical parameters.

4.1.2 Summary of Thermodynamic Parameters

Established Technology

If properly matched in a system configuration, available components could

achieve desired levels of specific fuel consumption. Additionally, test-

ing of available hardware provides sufficient evidence to anticipate that

the other military requirements for thermodynamic parameters can be

demonstrated in the near term with continued development.

State of the Art

The EM system meets nearly all of the th'rimodynamic rC.uirements. Addition-

al development of the combustion system would be required, however, to

achieve a total multifuel capability.

Future Development

The ADP is projected to tchieve all of the military thermodynamic

performance parameters.

4.1.3 Summary of Audio Parameters

Established Technology

Preliminary tests conf.irm the potential for "silent" operation of FPSE

systems.

State of the Art

Design attention will need to be given toward minimizing noise emissions

from auxiliary components.

TION"OLOG, 4-5
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Future Development

The ADP is expected to comply with the noise specification for Silent

Lightweight Electric Energy Power Systems (SLEEPS).

4.1.4 Summary of Materials Parameters

Established Technology

Current hardware systems incorporate readily available engineering

materials.

State of the Art

A manufacturing cost study was made for the EM. This study concluded that,

with the materials and fabrication technique required in the design, the

unit could be manufactured at a competitive cost with equivalent diesel

engine generator systems.

Future Development

The ADP will utili-e commonly available engineering materials in its

design. No ceramic material will be required to achieve the predicted

performance _hvels. The linear alternator, however, might'contain a

small quantity of samarium cobalt permanent magnets to provide for an

overall high specific power system.

4.1.5 Summary of Operational Parameters

Established Technology

Test data from available hardware confirms the potential for the FPSE to

meet the military operational requirements.

State of the Art

The EM will help to establish the required reliability and maintainability

levels on a total system basis.

Future Development

The ADP is expected to meet all requirements for operationai parameters.
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4.1.6 Summary of Electrical Parameters

Established Technology

Although currently available FPSE generators operate without transient

control capability, they have demonstrated excellent capability for

achieving steady-state requirements for voltage, wave form, and

~ ,f frequency.

State of the Art

The EM embodies a unique electromechanical controller to accommodate

quick transient load changes. The EM will have stand-alone capability

with utility class signal characteristics.

Futt re Development

The ADP will have full system control capability for achieving all

military requirements for electrical characteristics of AC generators.

4.2 Comparison with Alternative Military Generators

The general conclusions are summarized as follows-

* Current FPSE hardware designs compare most favorably

with alternative generator sets now in the standard

family.

* Advanced FPSEs will surpass the operational characteristics

of alternative standard family generator sets in all

respects.

The EM and ADP were evaluated relative to present generator sets in the

military standard family. These standard family units include gasoline-

engine-driven generators, diesel-engine-driven generators, and a gas-tur-

bine-driven generator. The specifications for these units are presented in

Appendix C. Two parameters were selected for graphic comparison with

FPSEs. These parameters are system weight and system fuel consumption.

The results of these comjartsons are presented in Figure 4-1. As indicated,

the FPSE (both near term and advanced versions) exceed available capabili-

tices for fuel constimption, even as compared with diesel engine generators.
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* In terms of system weight, the commercial-type PPSE (as typified by the

EM) compares favorably with diesel sets. The lightweight militarized

version (as typified by the ADP) could provide an overall system weight

that is equal to the weight of equivalent-size gasoline engine generators.

[ These competitive attributes, coupled with the FPSE's unique capability
K V for multifuel operation with long life, high reliability, and low

maintenance, provide significant incentive for the Army to pursue develop-

ment of the FPSE for advanced military power sources.

4.3 Development Status

The general conclutSions are given as follows:

a The operational and developmental testing of a FPSE

generator operating with full military logistics fuel

capability could be established by 1984.

a A systems development program needs to be implemented

in order to adapt commercially oriented FPSE technology

for military application.

The TDE and "Prototype Engine" are experimental prototypes that have been

used to conduct exploratory research in the field of free-piston engines

and generators. These machines continue to provide significant contribu-

tions towards advancing the tech alogical capabilities of linear
machinery.

The Engineering Model is presently being assembled as a complete stand-

alone system in the development class of 6.3A hardware. The EM was design-

* ed for stationary commercial applications, however. Presently, the engine

and alternator subsystems are undergoing extensive performance testing

prior to system integration.

The ADP is projected as an extension of the commercially oriented EM

syste.m design. The ADP embodies engineering modifications necessary to

enable free-piston Stirling engine generators to meet all military require-

ments for ground power. However, significant system development is

* . Ed WiCOOMA&?ED



required to accomplish this militarization. Figure 4-2 shows the

time frame in which the ADP could, with continued development, be
available for qualification testing. As indicated, the demonstration

of a FPSE generator system that meets all military requirements for

ground power could be established by the end of 1984.
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The previous section justifies the militarization of free-piston Stirling

engine generators, based on their potential to provide superiority in
military field power. However, several development issues exist that

need to be addressed to enable militarization. Furthermore, these issues

strictly involve development for military application. The issues involve

V the following:

e Reduce overall weight to enhance system portability in

a combat environment.

*Establish multifuel operation to provide full capability

to operate with mwilitary logistics fuels.

* Establish system durability to survive operation and

use by nontechnical personnel in a combat situation.

The FPSE is currently being developed for stationary commercial applica-

tions that do not have the stringent requirements for weight, fuel flexi-

bility, and ruggedness as do military applications. Because of this

situation, the issues listed above are not likely to be resolved without

military support. Therefore, it is recommended that an appropriate

development program be established within the Department of the Army to

provide the required development. Recommended development program plans

are detailed in the following section.

5.1 Recommended Development of a Lightweight Linear Alternator

A lightweight alternator design was identified in Section 2.1.1 as having

the potential to reduce the overall system weight by more than 110 lb. A

program is recommended to develop and integrate the alternator with an

existing engine within six months. The overall program, including system

test and evaluation, could be completed within 3.1 months. The pro-

posed design is based upon proven linear machinery principles, and the

program is categorized as low risk. The overall objective of this pro-

gram is the development of an alternator which will significantly reduce

the weight and size of the present Engineering Model free-piston Stirling

engine-generator system. The specific technical objectives are that the

HiUOdUq 5-1



alternator selected must integrate with the existing Engineering Model

configuration, maintain efficiency levels of 85% or greater and have the

potential to reduce the weight of the system by more than 100 lb. The

selected design has the potential to meet or exceed all of the technical

objectives. The development schedule for implementing this program is

shown in Figure 5-1.

5.2 Recommended Multifuel Combustor Development

In Section 2.2.6, evidence was presented to confirm that a single external
heat system for a FPSE could be developed to burn the full range of

military logistics fuels including DF-l, DF-2, DF-A, JP-4, JP-5, and

combat gasoline. It is recommended that existing hardware be used to

verify the feasibility of multiple liquid-fuel combustors for FPSEs for

military applications.

A The program objective would be to characterize existing combustor

operation with a range of liquid fuels and to an advanced combustor design

based on experimental evidence. Such a prograu could result in the total

development of an advanced ,'perimental combustor and integration with an

experiemental engine within 10 months.

5.3 Recommended Development Program for a Militarized FPSE Generator

Advanced Development Prototype System

The objective of this program is to achieve full demonstration of a 3-kW

free-postion Stirling engine-generator system operating on military

logistic fuels to provide electrical-power output characteristics, as

specified in MIL-STD-1332B, for Type-I Class-2 generators. The program

result will be the delivery of (TBD)* operational prototype systems to the

Army's Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command (MERADCOM) for

operational testing.

The development plan is to evolve an ADP system from the technology

established with the EM. The availability of EM hardware and test

To be determined
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Months ARO
Task Deecript ion -... ,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 11

1 Fabrication
(Two Alternators)

2 Component Testing - E A

3 'Engine Testing - -

4 Program Management

Reports AAAAAAAA A
Reviews
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Figure 5-1. L.ightweight Alternator Development Schedule
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facilities is essential to the development of an ADP and will provide a

technology baseline for verification of performance and endurance

capability. Additionally, the EM hardware will provide workhorse engines

to enable component and subsystem development early in the program.

During the initial program effort, the ADP design will be formulated

through two complementary efforts:

1. A Reference Engine System Design (RESD), consisting

of a computer model of the ADP, will be established to

enable parametric evaluation of alternative component

designs and operating conditions. The RESD will be

updated and modified as new component data becomes

available.

2. The ADP design will require supportive component development

to reduce risks. These development efforts will be

directed at a multifuel combustion system, lightweight

alternator subsystem, controllable displacer drive,

system controls, and auxiliary components. Component

performance will be evaluated on both rig tests and in

engine tests, utilizing the EM on a test-bed engine.

Following the RESD analysis, a detailed design of the ADP system will be

completed and seven units will be fabricated. These ADP engine systems

will be utilized to conduct engine performance testing, endurance testing,

control development testing, durability and cost reduction davelopiment,

system performance evaluation, and system environmental testing.

Finally, (TBD) additional ADP systems will be fabricated and assembled in

2 - a pre-engineering configuration. These units will have full capability

for operating on military logistics fuels to provide electrical-power

output that meets military specification for tactical-type, utility-class

generators. Two units will remain at the development laboratory for

field testing, while the remaining units will be shipped to MERADCOM for
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operational testing. The overall schedule for the development program,

S- as shown in Figure 5-2, spans four years. During that time, over 25,000

hours of engine operating experience will be accumulated.

The development program will require the following tasks:

Task 1.0 System Design and Analysis

Task 2.0 Component and Subsystem Development

Task 3.0 Laboratory System Development and Test

Task 4.0 Advanced Development Prototype System

Test and Delivery

Task 5.0 Advanced Component Development

Task 6.0 Program Management.

The objectives, technical approach, and schedule for each of these

tasks are detailed in a separate report to MERADCOM.
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A.1 SLEEP ROC /MAY)9 7-

Required Operational Capability (ROC) for a Family of Silent Lightweight

Electric Energy Plans (SLEEP), TRADOC ArN 13215

1. Statement of the Need.

a, Title: A Family of Silent Lightweight Electric Energy Plants

(SLEEP).

b. Statement of the Requirement. A family of lightweight, compact,

reliable, easily transported, multifuel electric energy plants that will

be difficult to detect by visual, aural and IR means is required to

furnish electrical energy to operate communications equipment, command

posts, visual and IR illumination devices, maintenance equipment, ground

surveillance radar, to charge batteries, to permit combat vehicles to

maintain a combat ready posture (to include large IR lamps) with the main

engine(s) shut down for prolonged periods. The SLEEP family is not

intended to replace batteries, but will replace present DOD standard

generators of the same power ratings, if proven cost effective. SLEEP

includes that degree of silencing obtainable on existing generators by

use of thermal and acoustical kits where required.

c. CARDS reference number: 0652.

2. Time Frame. The SLEEP family is required by the field Army for

missions throughout the world in the 1978-1985 time frame.

3. Threat/Operational Deficiency. Current electric power generating
sources are extremely susceptible to aural and IR detection, endanger-

ing personnel and equipment in their vicinity in addition to hampering

the using units' ability to listen for enemy activity. A generator set

that is difficult to detect by visual and aural means will enhance the

combat capability of friendly tactical units, allowing weapons and sur-
veillance systems along with other support equipment having electric

puwer requirements to be deployed in forward areas. Operation of a

vehicle engine to drive its generator and maintain battery charge in

stationary use creates poor fuel efficiency, rapid and undue wear of

the vehicle engine, and makes the vehicle susceptible to enemy detection

because of its sound and high Ig heat source. Existing generator sets
are designed for one fuel. Some combat vehicle engines requite

automotive gasoline and others use diesel fuel. For generator sets to

be logistically and tactically compatible with their transport vehicles,
nmultifuel design is required (provided the energy process is other than

a piston engine driven electrical power generator).

4. Operational/OrganizatiOna! Concepts.

a. Mission Capability. The SLEEP family of generator nets will be

imusd as the principal source of silent tactical utility power at 60 or

A.1-1
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400 Hertz for missions ranging up to 100 hours as described in section lb
above. Ratings are to be 0.5 KW, 1.5 KW, 310, 5 KW and 10 XW. DC sets
are also required. Time needed to service and check out the set for recom-
mitent, from shutdown to resumption of power generation, vill be a imaxims
of 30 minutes, with a maximum reaction time of 15 minutes, depending on
climatic conditions. The power plants shall be designed to minimise the
effects of CBR, fire, blast and similar agents or events. Nuclear hardening
is not required.

b. Geographical areas of use. The SLEEP family will be capable of
specified performance at rated load under climatic categories 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8 as described in AR 70-3A, from sea level to 6000 feet elevation,
with protective shelter varying from permanent facilities t4 no cover at
all. Electric performance may be derated at elevations above 5000 feet.

c. Type units. SLEEP generators will be authorized only in those speci-
fied units where noise discipline is essential (e.g., brigade area and for-
ward) to the performance of its tactical mission.

5. Essential Characteristics.

a. Electrical performance for AC and DC. sets will conform to VIL-STD-
1332.

b. Reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM) characteristics.
Because of the varied uperational uses and range of new technologies being
conside..ed for this system, RAM characteristics will be deferred for inclu-
sion in Section II of the Development Plan (DP) or beforo that time when
sufficient information is obtained to establish and justify specific RAM
va lues.

c. The power source shall meet the standards for aural non-detect-

ability of steady-state noise at a nominal distance of 100 meters from the
power source, as defined by Sound Pressure Levels (SPL) and respective
Octave Bauds prescribed in MIL STD 1474, 1 Mar 73. For hearing protection
of friendly peraonnel working on or near the item, the power source will
not enit noise levels in excess of those prescribed under Category D
criteria by MIL STD 1474.

d. Meet the radio interference limits for engine generators as
specified in notice 4 to MIL STD 461.

a. Power plants shall use lubricants available in the Army inventory
and be compatible with transport vehicles used in forward areas.

A.1-2
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f. Have a cooling means or system v.ich permits specific performance
durl.ng operation at all loads up to rated load without overheating. All
plant cooling air and exhaust emission will be concentrated so that single
ducts can be externally attached and appropriately routed.

H. Rave a battery charging or stored energy restoration ystem, as
appropriate, with a stored energy or electric starting system.

• ~h. DC: units shall have characteristics suitable for charging

batteries as well as general purpose DC uses.

i . Specific physical characteristics shall meet the following pars-
meters:

PMIER
RATING VOLUME WEIGHT

0.5 3-3.5 s0

1.5 6.0 150
S:3.0 12.0 300

5.0 18.0 500

10.0 30.0 650

J. IR detectability of the SLEEP units will be reduced to the maxtims
extent determined to be both mission and cost effective during trade-off
analyses. Specific IR requirements, based upon known and postulated enemy
detection means, will be established (by specific set sizes) for inclusion
in Section I1 of the Development Plan (DP).

6. Technical Assessment.

a. Studies conducted by Army and other agency development activities
conclude that establishment of the proposed family of silent power sources
is feasible and within the state-of-the art for a number of advanced energy
" conversioL technologies. e.nkie cycle engine-generators and fuel cells
appear to be the moAt attractive*for the power ratings up to approximately
5KW; and an enclosure-silenced, open Brayton cycle is appropriate for rat-
ings above 5KW. Other development considerations include Wankel-e*gine
generators (developments being pursued by UK and FRG); Stirling-cycle engine
generatora; and multi-fuel thermoelectric generators for low power ratings.

A.1-3
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b. in general, risk for the small ratings of the family is considered
low,, with a medium risk assessed for the higher power ratings. This risk
is primarily associated with achievemetit of low noise within the veight
constraints.

c. There are no known ccmonents presently in the supply system or
being developed through research and development that can be used in the
proposed family, with the following exceptibks:

(1) 10 KW gas turbine engine generators, now in IDT phase, are
envisioned as the basic component of the 10 W SLEEP's unit, in conjunction
with a silencing enclosure.

(2) Universal pover conditioners now under development could provide
components for the SLEEP family.
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A.2 Purchase Description for 3-kW Stirling Engine

1 U.S. ARMY MOBI!.ITY EQUIPMENT R'ESEARCU AND DEVr LOPMENT CUNTER
"FORT BELVOiR, VIRGUN.A 22000

28 March 1974

PURCHASE DESCIFPTION
FOR

LOW NOISE 3.0 .KW STIRLING EVGII:E POWER PLiANT.

.This PurcLase Description was prepared by the U. S. Army Mobli~ty
Equipment Research and Development Center, Fort Rel-voir, Virgiria, for use
in connection with the development of an experimental model Sti:ling cycle
engine driven generatcr set. It is an ad interim descriptii inter,,ded for use
in the design and advanced development phase and does not include require-
men~ts for quantity procurement of this item for general use or iMssue.

I . SCOPE

This Purchase r'escription covers the general requirements for, a 3.0 KW,
Direct Current, electric power plant powered by a Stirltnh cyck., ongire fo,
high overall efficiency of enerqy conversion and low noiso lovelto preveAnt
enemy detection under military field operation. Design emphasis should be
placed on the engine; however, thq generator ind 'ontrols should be care-
fully considered in zchievinq an overill package design to meet the physical
and performance requiremenLs specified herein.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUTMENTS
The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of solicitation,

form a part of the Purchase Description to the extenL specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MIL-G-3056 - Gasoline, Automotive, Combat
MIL-T-5624 - Jet Fuel, Grade's fP-4 and fP-5

FEDERAL

VV-F-800 - Fuel Oil,.Diesel

MILITARY STANDARD

MIL-STD-705 - Generator Scts - Fn.iine Driven, Method of Test
MIL-STD-810 - Environmental Teo t Mvlethods for Acrospace and

Ground Equiprner", Miscellaneous
MIL-rTD-1472 - Hum.-in ngineorin D,'qn Criteria for Systems,

Equipm(,nt, Vcacilities
MIL-STLD-l 47, - No.ise Limits for Army Materiel

A.2-1
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3. REQUIREMENTS

r 3. 1 General

3.1.1 DescriLio. - The electric pow,,-r plant shall ccnsist of a Stirling
cycle engi3,t., e 3.0 KW, 218 volL, DC generator, an electric starting

V system and riec¢.ssLry controls and accessories required to provide
a ccmplete self-contained operatingc system. The power plent shall
be designed lot' portLbillty ar",,i suiLability for military field use under

I, firthe environmuntal e;.:tremnos of ambient temperaturo, low and high
humidity, under varying altitude conditions and rough handling. The
power plant shall be operable by troop personnel with a minimuni of
specialized training. Design objectives of low noise level, ligigt
weight, low fuel consumption,, low maintenance requirements, high
reliability, minimum complexity and low production cost shall be
emphasized.

3.3.1.1•.1 Wegght and Dimonsions - Maximum weight of the comnplete operational
unit without tuo.[ snail be noý more than 275 pounds. Maximum dlmen-
sions are not specified; however, ovcrall dimensions shall be minini-o.,
and the total unit shall be of a rectanular configuraition wi'.hou, pro-
jection on iny side. Total volume shull not exceed 12 cubic feet.
Configuration un,: c~entor of gravity shall be such that tipping wiil
not occur when the unit is tilted at a 310 incline from the horizontal.

3.1.1.2 Ease of Mitntonce ;in1 rprtir - Ease of >peraticn, maintenance,
and repair niiiil be considererid in the design. The ccntrol system
shall be autornatic to the -;xtent that normal operation after start up
can be unattended except for scheduled maintenance. Orgnlzational
end direct r u;'pporr level m-iintenanze and repair shall be capable of
being p(.rfon(,.d with mui ,:,l chanics' tools. The desiga shall mini-

i! mize tho ne-,d 'Lo: special tools at any level of maintenance.

l .1..3 Uco Contlitcrns -Tcsi(-tn of the unit shall be sufficiently rugged
to withstanri i.i.. extremely hard usage encountered in military servivo,t'ransported in tacu•cal vehicles and, trollers over rough terrain. Shock!

and vibration ,'quit' ments are contained in MIL-STD-705 and ,,L-STE-
•: ~810. .

3.1 .1 .4 SaFtv - All parts th-i. are of such neiture or so located as to become
a hazard to oper,..ting personnel shall be fully enclosed or so located
as to minimi e such hazaurds.

A.2-2
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3.1 .1 .5 No Ise Lc.vc I - A major objective of this development is to achieve
a lu,.', ncise prwwor sour~co. The pcow.or source shall be inauciibla3 to
the unaidoi .-.x of an 1,)sOeir locaited in a q~uiet 11uncrle ba:ckground
'.00 metors f.-C:!Il UICI powe%,r i.ource, "ompliance with this requiremeont
will be consl'toedH to 1., ciomonztrated when the audio noise sound
Prcssuro lovols cm~anatincg fromn tlhe sct during op.erztion from no load
to full ruted lond mce3t the following criteria when the microphone is
located 1.2 mvtors above the ground onl a 6 moter rad 'ius circle
measured in any di~rection from the geomretricol center of the set.

~' tOctave Band Ce:nter Maximum Noise Level in
Frequency, H-z D-ecij re'.0002 MN-icrobar

63 60
Z''125 .46

250 44
SH0 45

1000 45
2001) 43
4000 47
8C(00 48

DurinC OCCLIStiqdl :x1'emn ,the ambient background noise
le'Lin';udink %vuld. nk , f hall bc* ait loa r. 10 db blolcw thot O

*the set. noiso in o:ich ecwve band.

3.1.*1.*6 Mochanireil Molign - In thu design, full consideration shall --a
given to use of nxistinci tococinoloaiv on thle Stirlina cycle, m(ncen. i.:L

order to take kirvontakie of its i:Tihcrcnt features of high thrr,,l
efficiency, low coise level and low air pollution characteristics.
caomompntss shallun tbe prý-cod otar,sg improvsemeints irrn t~e n';n

compntonlsys, inclmaing drive pro~he onm, wiathr shealn objectiveof
V edcintro system aonek:* m yai n dr rrchst ithou %ucrith n theo jcie ofern

advantages of tuhe Stirling onciine.

3.1 .1.7 Reliabihlity -The cienerator set shall be fdesi';7ned to be capnble of
achieving a N~eic .Inr Betwce~n Failurc,~TLE of not loss th *in 460
operating hours under opera~ing condit '.ms sp'>zifiud. for thle pur-
pose of determining MTvsy, a failure is .-lefined as any malfunction
which the organizationMl iechanic cannioc remody by adiustment,
repair or replacemont a'ction using tho controls , tools aind p,,rts
(available at the orc-anizational level) within oil(, hour and xni -..
causes or may caure, inmbility to coi.lment~e operation, cessation of
operation, or dc.'gradation of p'erformc-nce. capability of systeml bealow
derignated levels; so.rious damaqe to thle system below designited

*levels,- serious 6-:neag. to thle system by continued operaticr.; sC-rir--u5
Persornnol hanc-d~ The enerator set shall alzo be desig-ned -Lor a
mlninimurn of 31000 hours of oporation bc ore overhaul.

3. 1 .1 .8 Fric~rttv of P( st~: i -i i,,r tvrS tic - The following proiyof ,sg
characterit(Is i gl- c for te c' ,orat cr set. Tf in the dioslqn,

* ~ ~ r *q( ::~r .uirirc n ! or t if 1-ru zioof cons iderat. ons arve
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necessary, the z.quence indicated Lelow shall be used as a guide
in making decisions regarding the deýsign.

Noise Level
Perform an ce
ReliabUity, Availability
Trans portibil ity
Maintainability

3.1.1 .9 Human Factors - Power plaiat design shall conform to Human
, Eng'ieering Design Criteria ds staLed in poragraph 4 of MIL-STD-1,172A

3.2 Material - Material used shah be of good commercial quality for the
purpose Intended. Materials which are latest state-of-tho.-art may
be considered in order to achieve design objectives. In all cases
materials used should be consistent with strength required for perform-
ance, safety and reliability.

3.3 Engine Worl-in. PuM- A specific working fluid is not opccieio.; hIw-
ever, the selection ot the working fluid should consider fectors of reii-
ability, av,,ilobility in tife supply system, sai.fety of storag7e and hr,-dlii
cycle efficiency, power density and load and speed control.

3.4 Performanc•o and Oper,•ionri ReQulrernants

3.4.1 Power and Snecd Ratings - The Generator set shall be capoble of
producing cotainucus power of 3.0 Kilowatts under the conitions oi
normal and extrcmes of environmontal and use conditions socifieed
herein. Operating speed shall Le 3600 RPM. The power output shall
be 28 volt, Direct Current.

3.4.2 Climatic Conditions - The engine shall be capable of starting and
operating satislactorily under the wet-warm, hot-dry, intermediate
and cold climatic conditions defined in paragraphs 2-2, Section I
of AR-70-38. In addition, the engire shall be capable of starting and
carrying rated load within 10 minutos in any ambient temperature be-
tween minus 25°F and plut- 125°F without external starting aids. Fi-om
minus 250F to minus 50OF, external heat may be applied for starting
and the engine shall be capable of car, ying load within 30 minutes.

3.4.3 Altitude C,%.nditions - The engine shall be capable of developing and
maintaining rated power output at elevations up to and including 5000
feet with ambient air temperature of'107°F.

3.4.4 Speed Control - For possible future application of the engine to drive
an alternator, speed control shall be capable of being maintained -

under steady state load conditions of not greater than 1', band
width deviation for any load from no load to full rated load for
periods up to 30 seconds and 1.5% fc, periods up to two hours.

A.2-4
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Specd regulation from no load to fuJ! rated load shall not be
".greater than 3 from roted speed. Speed during full load transient
"of load application shall not -lip greater than 3,% and shall recover
within 4 seconds. Speed shall not jlse greater than 5% on load
rejection and shall recover witnin 6 seconds.

3.4,5 Fuel and Fucol Consumption - The engine, burner, fuel supply
system and fuel control system shall be designed to. operate on
the petroleum distillate fuels in the military supply system, in-
clucdnc combat gasoline (Specification MIL-G-3056), JP-4 and
JP-S jet fuels (Specification i\,7L-T-3624) and DF1 and DF2 Diesel
fuels (Specification VV-F-800). At e:trerne low temperature DFA
(Arctic grade) diesel fuel will be used in lieu of fuels for which
the cloud poilnt is too high. At high temperature some means shall

be provided in the fuel system so that premature vdporizati.n of

fuel does not affect thco operdtion of the set. Rated load fuel con-

sumption of the engi::,• including all accessories necessary to
sustain operation in the generator set shall not exceed 0.6 pounds
of fuel per brake horsepower hour on any of the fuels listed.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Tests - Tests shall be as specified In the contract or order.

4.2 Insoection - The contractor shall maintain an inspection system in

accordance with Military Specification MIL-I-4S208.

!I
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A.3 MIL-STD-1332B

mfl-sTD-1233n

13 XaUrcb 1973
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KIL-STD-I.332
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"PIaL-S~T-13122

DEPAR<HM7 or DEMMES
Vashington, D.C. 20301

DELnF"TOM! OF TA-rnCALt PFI)M, PIEC1SE, AND VMZLITY
7MMWCOLOCES M CLASSiFICEflOK OF DOD MOBILK 1ZCTKIM
P0UEU £G1I DENET SET TAXILT

too,• L-STD -13323

1I This Military Standard is sandatory ta use by all Depatments
and Agencies of the Department of Defense.

2. Reccroended corrections, additions, or deletions should be
addressed to: Kaval Facilities Eng~ineering Command, US Xaval Constructionc

tattalion Center, AT"N: Code 156, Port Ruenew, California 93043.
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MIL-STD- 13325

This Kilitary Standard has been prepared for use by aUl Departments
and Asencins of the Department of Defense. Its purpose is to defLne the
criteria used in the classification of engine generator sets of the DOD
Standard Fazily into Tactical and Prim. and into the subclasasfiest on
of Precise and Utility. It provides users an overview of the operating
characteristics of the engine ;enerator sets cciprising the DOD Stsnaard

1Faily and serves as a ready reference and guide for the military services
In the preparation of engine generator set specifications.

The parmetric values listed in' this Standard (Tabie 11 and I11)
represent the maxi== or minii== values (as applicable) acceptable to all

of the military services (Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps).

t11
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1 . SCope

1.1 This standard provides definitions for the classification of
engine generator sets comprising the DOD Standard Family by Type, according
to their application1 wright. mobility. reliability, and life; by Class.
acrordin; to their electrical nerfori=ance characteristics; and by aode.
according to the frequency of the paver generated. The table of electrical
r•erforance characteristics is annotated to reference the test method within
M•IL-STD-705 used to deter=ite the value of the parameter listed. Separate
tables are provided giving the voltage connections and reconnections available
in each of the generator sets of the DOD Standard Family and the derating
oa the sets with tr=perature and altitude.

1.2 The DOD Mlobile Electric Power Engine Generator Sot Family covers a
rance in output cape:ity from O.5 kilowatt (kw) through 750 k." and includes
celrtrsical power outputs at 60 Hertz (Iz), 50/60 ts. 400 Mt, alternating
Icurrent (a&. and direct current (dc). Detailed physical and electrical
characteristics for each member of the DMD Stasdard Family are contained

in "IL-STD-633.

Z. rUr.:%CE DU=.h'MS

.. 1 The latest issues of the following documents are applicable to
the extent specified herein.STA.N•ARJDS

.M:ILI TAXY *
HIL-SI -633 - Nobile Electric Power Engine Generator

Set F&-aily Characteristic Data Sheets.

MIL-STD-705 - Generator Sets, Engine Driven, Methods of
Tests and •nstructions

(Cocies of zilitarv standards required by suipliers In connection

with s-e.ific rro~ure-ent functions should be obtained from theK - procurin; activity or as directed by the contracting officer.)

rS Standard At.-os~here - 1962 (Prepared by Environar tal .Science
Service, U'ASA. and US A 0rlr.e).

(AGailable Ircr- the Sunerintenient of Dotu-ents. t*S rv meM
Printin; Ofi:•. ':ashin;gton. D. C. 20.0-'.)

.3. DrFI,'• lO0.S

3.1 Classification of enzine zenerat~r sets. 1n•ine Ienerstur sets

are classified by Ty.e. Class. aid :oade as fo'.*'-.1:

3.!.: .1 T. i - ra:tiral. •,enerat3r sets .tsi;ned !,3r hLuh -2obility
:n -ire:t sjjncrt o-: -.ilitar- :orces %-here ouju-.t of qenerator sets is

bu. t Z.-t excl',sively. used at ;enerace! volta?* "i•hout necessity

A.3-5
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IkL- STD-13323

of transfor.--atmo or extensive distribution systems. Life chauacteristics
are considered secondary to light weight, sma11 size, and a high degree of
.=billty. eaxi . weights for Tactical generator sets are listed in
table 1.

3.1.1.2 1'e 11 - Prnie. Generator sets designed for long trrm use
in semi-fixed locations for extended periods of time, vith size, weight,

=and obility co•.rsidered secondary to long life and reliability. Gee.rator
rout.put is not.-ally at high voltage for d'stribution purposes and requires
transfor-.atio• to utilization voltcges at the load centers. Prime power
gene:ator sets m=ay be expected to exceed the zaxi== weights shown • n
table I for Tactical sets.

3.1.2 Class.

3.1.2.1 Class 1 - Precise. Generator sets designed to provide close
control of voltage and frequency performance for critical applif~ations.
See table I.

hiý 3.1.2.2 Class 2 - jtilityo Generator sets designed to provide paer
foar general purposce applications. There are three grades of ac Utility
power rar.rinr from that which is equivalent to and coopatible with
covcz=rcial pcraer distribution systems (Class 2A) to that needed for
utilitarian purposes (Class 2C) where requirements for voltage and fre-
quency control are minimal. See table II for ac parametric values and
table III for dc values.

3.1.3 mode.[• 3.1.3.1 Mode 1. Generator sets capable of operating at eiLter

50 or 60 Rz.

.. 3.1.3.2 mode TI. Generator sets operating at 400 Hz.

3.1.3.3 Kode iT. Generator sets operating only at 60 Ha.

3.1.3.4 Mode IM. Generator sets providing dc output.

3.2 Standard voltace connections for engine generator sets. 2b0
standard voltaLe connections for generator sets are listed in table IV.
W•here =ore than one standard voltage connection As shown for a DW
standard k-u ration. suitable means are provided to enable recomnecting
the generator windings to give all specified output voltages at the
load ter--inals of the generator ses.

3.3 Aititudes. Altitude, shown In feet above nean sea level (Msal),
is define-as atmospheric pressure corresponding to the specified altitude
as given in the US Standard Atmosphere. 1962:

I
A.3-6
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MXL-STD- 13323

4., Atmospheric Presasue
A.':::udie inhchs H m RI (metric)

o(--1) 29.92 760.0
1500 feet 28.33 719.7

500)0 feet 24.90 632.4
8DO0 feet 22.23 564.6

,e' ~~~4. t:VM, L.AL R:MUM' -._twE.TS

_.1 _n__r_._-=-__ _al c_-_dit__. The electrical performance charmcteristic
parameters listed in tables 11 and III are applicable throughout the range
ef t.=eratures and altitudes as followas:

Cap~acity. at Enrvironmental Conditions

=1l, -25 ma =l, -650
to +12501: to -+125 F 1.500 ft 5000 ft 8000 ft

SDOD Standard (-31.70C to (-53 0 to 90oF 1070 F 950F
k_ rating _51._70C) +51.7-C) (32.2 0 C) (41.7 0 C) (35 0 C)

0.5, 1.5 kw Rated kw Rated kw Rated kw 90% rated kw
receprocating

S, engine driven

3 thru 200 kw Rated k'w Rted kw Rated kw Rated h 9077. rated kt
reciprocatin.
engine driven

,... ,,& gas turbine
Sengine driven

• *-..(CTED)

Above 200 Rated k9 Rated kv 80% rated kw 7M. rated b
thru 750 kw
reciprocating
engine driven

Above 200 Rated kw 90%. rated kvw 75?, rated kme 70% retedl 110

thru 750 kv -25OF to
GTED +600,

(-31.7°C
to +15.5 0 C)
?U% rated
kw to 125oF
(51.7 0C)
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MIL-STD-1332B

4.2 Pcwer ratinm. Engine generator sets with dual frequency
capability (50/60 NzO are permitted to have kv ratings at 50 Hz which

are 5/6 of the 60 Hz kw rating. The ac generator sets 3 kv and larger
are ra:ed at 0.8 power factor (pf) lagging. Sets below 3 kv are rated
0 . Lnity (1.0) power factor.

5. DETAIL REQILW-.ý-TS
,e"

Not applicable.

Custodians:
Army - ME. Preparing Activity:
Navy - YD Navy - YD
AF - 11

Project No. 6115-0161

R eviev Activities:
Army - CE
Navy - MC
AFT 13, 80

user Activities:
Army - EL. HU
AF -17

A.3-8
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Table I. ,axinum dry w•i•hts for tactical Eenerator sets

kw Maxim= Dry Veight

.5 100
1.5 150
3.0 300
5.0 1,200

10 1,400
15 3,000
30 3,500
60 5,000

100 7,000
150 9,000
200 10,500
"5001750 32,000

NOTE: 1. maximum dry weight is the weight of the generator set leo
fuel, coolant, lubricant, electrolyte, and optional equip,
Optional equipment weights are shown in MIL-STD-633.

.A43
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Table ME!. Electrical Performa•.e characteristic parameter. (maximsm
"k I ~or minim= 1lts,8 as sen licable), de, Utill"t

Test method
Charact eristic parmters Value EIL-S TD-705

vol tage characteristics

a. Regulation (7.) 4 606.1

b. Steady-state-atability (variation)
(bandwidtrh %) 2 608.1

c. Transient performance

2. Application of rated load

(a) Dip (7,) 30 619.2
i

(b) Recovery (seconds) 2 619.2

2. Rejection of rated load

(a) Rise (".) 40 619.2

(b) Recovery (seconds) 2 619.2

d. Ripple voltage (7.) 5.5 650.1

e. Voltage adjusti8S range (Note 1) 511.1

NOTE: 1. The voltage adjustment range is 23 to 35 volts -at normil ambient
teuperatures and -.5 percent of ncminal (28 volts) at extrame
tenperatures.
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APPENDIX B

* EXCERPTS FROM MIL-STD-810B AND MIL-STD-705
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B.1 Military Requirements for Mechianical Testing of 3-kW Generator Set

0i CDro 4e34 (G4recA s-i)ý

30 VLv- 4 ev.. 4 emgz

-j/lfrc~~oL4 1res4

4.8.3 VirtoTestsalb etdI codnewith Method 314 oil

7 to 26.61.
26.6 to.52 O.036-Iach VLAb
52 to 500
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S. 3ta~.cs: A resonnce search shall be conducted in each al" of the Got
' -"vith the vibration Inputs as delineated above. Wesonant poarts .. hall bU

noted visually, with the aid of a stroboscopic light, and by IetVOut nm
ivth data being recorded at least every harts froa 7 to 30 barts and at

least every 5 hertz from 30 to 500 hertz to Indicate the ratio of trsa-Idtttd 8 to excitation S. Input vibration level. shall be mseaured by
Sasn of an accelarmwter sounted as near as practica]ble to the Center
of the vibration table. Another accelerometer shall be located at. the
tapped hole for the generator set liftin$ eye, or as specified ("ae 3.1).
The output of the two accelerozeters shall be used to compute trmuaf ebAS;tklty.
The reeouarce dwell portion of this test shall be 30 minutes par &xIS
with the t4- equally divided betvwen a naxinmu of three reaonat freqoieas.The f requent7 at which the resonance was originally detected shall b
maintained throughout each resonance dwell. Additional xequiLrements. ehan•
be specified (see 3.1). All bolts and screws shall be tightened as nec-
""esary before vibration in each axis or whenever relative vibration
between parts increases as a result of their loosening.

Cycling: The generator set shall be subjected to a cycling vibration
test vith the frequency being varied at a logarithmic rate from 7 to 500
to 7 hertz in fifteen smiutes at the inputs specified above. The test
shall be conducted a sufficient number of times to obtain a total of
one hour of vibration (resonance seareb, dwell, cycling) in each axis.

Operationt: The generator set shall not be operated during the vibration
tests. Folloving each axls of vibration, test method 614.1 of XMI-STD-705
shall be pe-formed after 15 minutes stabilization at rated load. rated pf.

B 14
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MIL-SI"-8 IOB
15 June 1967

I AbLL 514.1-VUI'•A. 7"t ptcct4.i and time achedule thvi toy equipment tranrportrd by common crier, land Of Ab - ecQuipment ctlabrrcey (
App•ieabik Wiu Time schedule (parl is)

i (we 4for ten ,tyQrceduns) _Ne_. va_

"Bounce DwII iuw Sunuihds Swep
Procedure hIUu0 LOrAMARMA Von l* kml oofl it ta•h vydblfi S.WS

-, T , an ZF~u m am nrbe, ~utt | e nh | well i.'eht! U•p I?,,on5IIt h.b
tondmton, eunub't (4.n.)umb (4."5.1.)1(4.1.1$) (4,16.2) (4.(.n.o) (4.,)

1 Land A4 Land Ab Land Ad
. .x x 1 5 0% 6 1 5 0 A V .A S W

Tie down - m 0 lain -en

(uto(no4 I oetio lnowa note 2 AAY,
{(no t I to AA or AO

x l er 4.16.1

V (Note 7) F X San 4.16.2

Note 1: For sinusoidal vibration resonance tests and cyc2lng tests of items transported in
airplanes and helicopters and weighing more than 100 pounds, the vibratory acceler-
ations shall be reduced by */-I g for each 23-pound increment of weight over 100
pounds. Derating shall apply only to the highest test level of curve A!. However,
the vibratory acceleration shall in no case be less than 1.5g.

Note 2. For equipment transported in air craft and weighing more than 100 pounds, the upper
frequency limit of curve A! of figure 514.1-7 may be reduced according to the cut-
off frequency vs. weight requirement o0 figure L]51.l-9. When a transit case or
crate is provided for the item, the case or crate shall be included in the test
set-up for acceleration and frequency derating.

Note 3: Sweep time may be as lon$ as 18 minutes if test frequencies go to 2 cpe.
Note 4: When testing vibration isolated items, the resonant dwell time shall be broken

into 5-minute test periods with 2-minute shut down intervals.
Note 5: Total test time per axis (resonant dwells plus cycling) is 15 minutes per 1000

miles for land transportation or one hour for aircraft transportation. For
equipment shipped by both land and airl both tests shall be performed. (The
load vehicle cycling time of 15 minutes per 1000 miles per axis is reduced 2.5
minutes per 1000 miles for resonance in that axis, and the aircraft cycling time
of 1 hour per axis is reduced 10 minutes for each resonance in that axis. Land

C', transportation times are per 1000 vehicle miles, which may be determined from
table 514.1-VIC).

Note 6: Land and air curves for Procedure X shall be cycled separately in accordance with
• . the applicable time schedules. The dwell time for each resonance of non-isolated

items shall be determined from the total test• time of the applicable curves. For
example, if the resonance occurs where the applicable land vehicle curve repre-
sento a higher G level, the item shall be tested at each resonance (maximui of four)
to the G level of the applicable land vehicle curve with a test time for each
resonance equal to 1/6 of the total test time per axis for the Iad vehicle. Oan-
verssly, if the aircraft curve is equal to, or higher than, the lan vehicle :urvery

the item shall be tested for each resonance (ma-4u1- of four) to the G level of
the aircraft curve with a test time for each resonance equal to 1/6 of the cyclinS
time per wxe for aircraft.

Note 7: When a transit case or crate is provided for the test item, the case or crate shall
be included in the test setup.

a. Can" NeWCtUO diat for category Is) 6" Ipanyel

E4utuprevnt shipped by bweA~d ahkin AV

Lqeitypeanl shipped by trock. arnltaleihe ae rellrod AW
Lqpupwlt shipped by two erbied le•e Ax

F.3Pmnwt ,hiyppd by 61119101 AY
Mouned Im CY9kt A

Note 1: For vibration isolated items, curves AA and AQ are to be used in the lawer freWq ny
range (below 13 and 20 cpa, respectively) and a curve appropriate to the mde ofd
transportation (AV, AW, Al, or AT) for higher frequencies.

."NWEHOD 514.1

20 October 1969
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375,ACCELERATION LEVELS. I g IPEAKI

NOTE- ALL CURVES SMALL BE
EXTENDED TO 2 CPS WHEN TEST

AV AWITEM RESONANCES BE LOWS5 CPS
ARE EXPECTED.

AV 1.5 G0

AX 2.50

.o-

I' I il

at

II~1 ri r I

FREQENC (CPS

gi~uE1.-.Vbaintscr~ o qimn rnpre
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• ~4.5 Common test techniques.-

" 4.5.1 Sinusoidal vibration tests. - The vibration shall be applied along each of
the three mutually perpendicular axes of the test item. The vibratory acceleration

'•-- levels or double amplitudes of the specified test curve shall be maintained at the test
item moimting points. When specified, for sinusoidal resonance search, res•onance dwell,
and cycling tests of items weighing more than 80 pounds mounted in airplanes, heli-
copters, and missiles, the vibratory accelerations shall be reduced +/-l g for each 20
pound increment over 80 pounds. Acceleration derating shall apply only to the highest
test level of the selected curve, but in no case shall the derated test level be lessa
than 50 percent of the selected curve (see note 1 of applicable table 514.1-1 through
514.l-V). For equipment weighing over 100 pounds and transported by aircraft, resonance
search, resonance dwell, and cycling tests may be frequency and acceleration derated
(see notes 1 and 2 of table 514.1-VIi). When packaged items are always grouped together
on mechanized loading platforms or pallets, acceleration and frequency derating may be
based on the total load on the pallet. When the input vibration is measured at more
than one control point, the control signal shall be the average of all the accelero-
meters unless otherwise specified. For massive test items, fixtures and large force
exciters, it is recommended that the input control level be an average of at least three
or more inputs.

4.5.1.1 Resonance search. - Resonant frequencies of the equipment shall be deter-
mined by varying the frequency of applied vibration slowly through the specifl.ed range
at reduced test levels but with sufficient amplitude to excite the item. Sinusoidal

5•. resonance search may be preformed using the test level and cycling time specified for
sinusoidal cycling test, provided the resonance search time is included in the required
cycling test time of 4.5.1.3.

4.5.1.2 Resonance dwell. - The test item shall be vibratcd along each axis at the
most severe resonant frequencies determined in 4.5.].l. Tent levels, frequnncy ranges,
and test times shall be in accordance with the applicable conditions from tables 51)1.l-I
through 514.1-V and figures 514.1-1 through 514.1-7 for each equipment category. If
more than four significant resonant frequencies are found for any one axis, the four

METHOD 514.1
20 October 1969

A.1-5
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mozt severe resonant frequencies shall be chosen for the dwell test. If a chees.ge in
the resonant frequency occurs during the test, its time of occurrence shall be recorded
and i~medip.tely the frequency shall be adjusted to maintain the peak resona.nce condi-
tion. The final resonant frequency shall be recorded.

4.5.1.3 Cycling. - The test item shall be vibrated along each axis in accordaace
with the applicable test levels, frequency range, and times from tables 514.1-I through
514.1-VII and figures 514.1-1 through 514.1-7. The" frequency of applied vibration shall
be swept over the specified range Logarithmically in accordance with figure 514.1-10.
The specified sweep time is that of an ascending plus a descending sweep and is twice
the ascending sweep time shown on figure 514.1-10 for the specified range. Linear
sweep rates may be substituted for the logarithmic sweep rate. When linear sweep rates
are used, the total frequency range shall be divided into logarithmic frequency bands
having similar time intervals such that each time interval is the time of ascending
plus a descending sweep for the corresponding band. The sum of these time intervals
shall equal the sweep time specified for the applicable frequency range. The linear
sweep rate for each band is then determined by dividing each bandwidth in cps by one-
half the sweep time in minutes for each band. The logarithmic frequency bands may be
readily determined from figure 514.1-10. The frequency bands and linear sweep rates
shown in table 514.1-IX shall be used for the 2 (or 5) to 500. cps and 5 to 2,000 cps
frequency ranges. For test frequency ranges of 100 cps or less, no correction of the
linear sweep rate ir required.

4.5.2 Random vibration test. - The test item shall be subjected to random vibra-
tion along each of three mutually perpendicular axes according to one specified curve
AE through AP from the applicable figure 514.1-4 or 514.1-5. Test times shall be
according to the applicable schedule from tables 514.1-IV or 514.1-V. The instantan-
eous random vibration acceleration peaks may be limited to three times the r=s accele-
ration level. The power spectral density of the test control signal shall not deviate
from the specified requirements by more than +40., -30 percent (+/-1.5 dB) below 500
cps and +100, -50 percent (+1-3 aB) between 500 cps and 2,000 cps, except that devia-
tions as large as +300, -75 percent (+/-6 dB) shall be allowed over a cumulative band-
width of 100 cps, maximum, between 500 and 2,000 cps.

Tolerancr levels in terms of dB are defined as:

dB 10 lOg80 WI

Where Wi measured acceleraticn pcwer spectral density in 02 /cps units. The term Vr•
defines the specified level in G2 /cps units.

ConfirT Aon of these tolerances shall be made by use of an analysis system providlng
sta'%istical accuracies corresponding to a bandwidth-time constant product, BT.- 50,
ninimum. Specific analyzer characteristics shall be as specified balow or equivalent.

M!ETHOD 51.4.120 October 1969
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(a) On-line, contiguous filter,equaliktion/analysis system having

a bandwidth = B = 50 cps, maximum.

(b) Swept frequency analysis systems characterized as follows:

1. Constant bandwidth analyzer.

a. Filter bandwidth as follows:
"r€ B = 20 cps, maximum between 20 to 200 cps

B = 50 cps, maximum between 200 to 2,000 cps

b. Analyzer averaging time = T = 2 RC = 1 second,
minimum, where T - True averaging time and RC

analyzer time constant

c. Analysis sweep rate (linear)=R= B or B2 ,

(cps/second)maximum, whichever -C "T-
is smaller.

2. Constant percentage bandwidth analyzer.

a. Filter bandwidth=pfc=one-third octave maximum
(.23 f ) where p=percentage and f. a analyzer
center frequency.

b. Analyzer averaging time=T= 50 , minimum
Pfc

c. Analysis sweep rate (logarithmic)=RBpf, or (pf )2
(cps/second), maximum,whichever -

is smalier._

(c) Digital power spectral density analysis system employing quantization
techniques providing accuracies corresponding to the above approach.

Th" composite G-rms test level shall not be less than the value given on figure 514.1•4

or 514.1-5 for each teLt curve. Accelerometer(s) employed for test level control shall
be mounted in accordance with 4.1. Where more than one accelerlometer is employed for test
level control, the power average of the several accelerometer signals shall be used as
the test level signal control.

B.1-7
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4.15 Procedure X. - Proceed the same as in 4.5.1.1, 4.5.1.2, and 4.5.1.3. The

test level shall be according to specified curve(s) AV, AW, AX, AY, AA and AQ from

figure 514.1-7 as applicable. Test time schedules shall be as specified for Procedure!

"X as shown in table 514.1-VII. When test item resonances below 5 cps are measured or

expected the test curves shall be extended to 2 cps.

4.16 Procedure XI. -

4.16.1 Part 1. - Proceed the same as in part 1 of Procedure IX.

4.16.2 Part 2, bounce, loose car -

4.16.2.1 Puroose.- To determine that the equipment, as prepared for field use,

shall be capable of withstanding the vibrations normally induced during transportation

asloose cargo. Equipment in this class is normally transported in a shipping case,

transit case, or combination case.

METHOD 514.1
20 October 1969

4.16.2.2 Apparatus, - A package tester capable of 1 inch (double amplitude)
displacement and of suitable capacity for testing military equipment.

4.16.2.3 Test conditions. - The test bed of the package tester shall be covered
with a panel of 1/2-inch plywood, with the grain parallel to the drive chain. The

plywood shall be secured with sixpenny nails, with top of heads flush with or slightly
below the surface. Nails shall be spaced at 6-inch intervals around all four edges.
If the distance between either pair of fences is greater than 24 inches, the plywood!
shall also be np.iled at 3-inch intervals in a 6-inch square at the center of the test
area. Using suitable wooden fences, constrain the test item to a horizontal motion of
note more than 2 inches in a direction parallel to the axes of the shafts, a distance
more than sufficient to insure the test item will not rebound from fence to fence.

4.16.2.4 Performance of test. - The test item, as secured in its shipping case,

transit case, or combination case, or as otherwise prepared for field transportation, I
shall be placed on the package tester within the constraints outlined above. The pack-'
age tester shall be operated in the synchronous mode with the shafts in phase. (in this
mode any point on the bed of the package tester will move in a circular path in a verti-
cal plane perpendicular to the axes of the shafts). The package tester shall be oper-
ated at 1-inch double amplitude and 284 rpm +/-2 rpm for a total of 3 hours. At the
end of each 1/2-hour period, turn the test item to rest on a different face, so that
at the end of the 3-hour period the test item will have rested on each of its six faces
(top, bottom, sides, and ends). At the end of the 3-hour period, the test item shall be
operated and the results compared with the data obtained in accordance with section 3,
General Requirements, paragraph 3.2.1. The test item shall then be inspected as speci-
fied in Rection 3, General Requirements, paragraph 3.2.4. The package tester shall be

operp+pd in the vertical linear mode (straight up and down in the vertical plane)
instetd of in the synchronous mode when one of the following conditions occurs:

(a) Bouncing of the test item is very severe and presents a hazard
to personnel.

(b) Forward and rear oscillations cannot be reduced. When operated

in the vertical linear mode, wooden fences shall be placed on all
four sides of the test item to constrain its motion to not more
than 2 inches in either direction.

B.1-8
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4.8.6 Drop (ends). The set shall be dropped from a height of 6 Inches.

4.8.7 R.ailroadiact. Perform M~ethod 740.5 of XMI-STD-705 with the
"sts posi•oned 180 degrees with respect to each other fot a total Of
four Impacts at 10 miles per hour (+ 0.5 ph,). Two Impacts shell be made
vith sets positioned lonsitudinaf• y with respect to the axis of the car
and two impacts with the sets rotated 90 degrees from the longitudinal
position. The sets shall not be packaged for the railroad hw tfests eept
6a othervise specified (see 3.1). Impact speed *hall be ueasund vithin
60 inches of impact and the speed neasureimnt interval shall not exceed
60 inches in length. Accuracy of the speed measurment shell be + 5 pettrt.
The engine oil shall be at its normal operating level. the fuel t7sk *ball
be drained and dummy or dry batteries shall be used during the impact
portion of the test.

iB. 1-9
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METHOD 507'

HUMIDITY

~ 11. Purpose. The humidity test is applicable less than 900 feet per minute. Provisions
to all equipment and is conducted to deter- shall be made for controlling the flow of air
mine the resistance of equipment to the throughout the internal test chamber area
effects of exposure to a warm, highly humid where the velocity of air shall not exceed
atmosphere such as is encountered in trop- 150 feet per minute. Steam, or distilled, de-
ical areas. This is an acce!erated environ- mineralized, or deionized water having a pH
mental test, accomplished by the continuous value between 6.0 and 7.2 at 28* C (73* F)
exposure of the equipment to high relative shall be used to obtain the specified humidity.
humidity at an elevated temperature. These No rust or corrosive contaminants shall be
conditions impose a vapor pressure on the imposed on the test item by the test facility.
equipment under test which constitutes the
major force behind the moisture migrationI
and penetration. Corrosion is one of the 3. Procedures.
principal effects of humidity. Hygroscopic
materials are sensitive to moisture and may 3.1 Procedure 1.
Vdeteriorate rapidly under humid conditions.
Absorption of moisture by many materials Step .1-Place the test item in the test
r, Its in swelling, which destroys their chamber in accordance with
1%._tional utility and causes loss of physical section 3, paragraph 3.2.2.
strength and changes in other important Prior to starting the test, the
mechanical properties. Insulating materials internal chamber temperature
which absorb moisture may suffer degrada- shall be at standard ambient
tion of theii~ electrical and thermal prop- with uncontrolled humidity.

erties.Step beGradtemperature internal chain-

be temper tur o 710 -b (160-

F) and the relative Hiumidity
2. Apparatus. Humidity-temperature chainmo9 ecn oe eido

her and associated equipment. 2o houprs. toeraprido
2.1 Chamber. The chamber and accessor- tp3Miti odto fselea shall be constructed and arranged in such frntls hn6hus4manner as to avoid condensate dripping Step 4-Maintain 85 percent, or great-On the test Item. The chamber shall be trap. er, relative humidity and re-

vented to the atmosphere to prevent the duce Internal chamber temper-
buildup of total pressure. Relative humidity ature in 16 hours to 28* -110*
shall be determined from the dry bulb-wet C (820 F).
bulb thermometer comparison method or an Step 5-Repeat steps 2, 3,' and 4 for
equivalent method approved by the procur- 10 cycles (not less than 240
Ing activity. When readout charts are used, hours). Figure 507-1 Is an out.

they shall be capable of being read with a line of the humidity cycle for
resolution within 0.60 C (10 F). When the this procedure.
Wet bulb control method is used, the wet bulb Step 6-Ren'ove the test Item from

tank shall be cleaned and a new wick chamber and a'low the test
ýtalled at least every 30 days. The air velo- item to return to 2* :1±10* C
:4y flowing across the wet bulb shall be not (820 F).

METHOD 50?
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3B.2 Militar -Term Stability Tests

4.8 Tests.

4.5.1 T~esLtprocedurs* Teats shall be conducted in accovdames with
SL-riý-7c5p, saaaurinto aud inutruMstatios in accorda"ce with IKM-
mu-75 and as specified hern*i. Dori"L tests, operating Instructions
s&all be explicitiy follwed for the test conditions specified. Is
lbrilcasts as specified (see 3.6.3). shall be used during all teatse
except that the lubricant used during the Individual tests (see 4.4)
and the quality conformance tests (see 4.4) shall conform to NM-L-.212•0

Grade 2, and shall remmin In the crankcase during saline preservatiom
(see 5.1). Fuel conforming to VY-C-1690, regular grade, class A
shall be used for all tests. Test Iustruemnts shall havs been call-
bratad •ithin 30 days prior to the start of testing cnd at intervals

S....IL-O-•S2 732A

not greater than 6 months thereafter. Direct-reading instrtments shall have at
least 0.5 percent instrument manufacturer's rated accuracy. The recording
meters shall be the combination frequency and voltmeter Texas Instr'mont
(TI) model PDR1X RX•VA-A16-XT in accordance with TI Drmnl Nlumber 162782
for Mode II and II sets and de voltmeter Texas Instrumnt, model P?3 -AL6-
AT in accordance with TI Draving Number 164117 for Mode IV sets. Os$cllo@55Ph
galvanometer frequency response shall be flat (+ 5 percent) to 3,000 cps.
When recording meters are specified for any part of a test, turn On the
recording asters prior to starting the warmup period of the set and record
continuously for the duration of the test. The recording meters shell be
operated at a uiniu-m speed of 6 inches per hour during the portios of
the test where steady-state loading conditions emist and shall be operated
at a minimm speed of 6 inches per minute at least 30 seconds before, durfng.
and after a load change. Unleas otherwise specified herein, Made 1 and
Ill sets shall be tested in the 120-volt single phase connection. Tests
may be performed in any order except that the endurance test shall be performed
last.

B.J2-
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METHOD 608.2

FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE STABILITY TEST

(LONG -TERM)

698.2.1 GENERAL. The generator-regulator-exciter combination
must be capable of maintaining constant voltage and the engine-governor
combination must be capable of maintaining constant speed for constant
loads over long periods of time.

Fre•4uency stability describes the tendency of the frequency to re-
main at a constant value. Generally, the instantaneous value of frequency
is not constant but varies randomly above and below a mean value. Stabi-
lity may be described as either short-term or long-term stability depending
upon the length of time that the frequency is observed. Another term, band-
width, describes the limits of these variations. Bandwidth is expressed as
a percentage of the rated frequency of the generator set Voltage stabilityS....is described similarly.

608.2.2 APPARATUS. Instrumentation for measuring load condi-
tions field voltage and current,and ambient temperatures shall be as des-
cribed and illustrated in MIL-HDBK-705. In addition, recording meter(s)
shall be as described and illustrated in MIL-HDBK-705, Methods 101. 1 and
104. 1 unless otherwise specified in the procurement document.

608.2.3 PROCEDURE.

608.2.3.1 Preparation for test.

(a) Connect the load and field instrumentation in accordance with
the applicable figure of ?vIL-HDBK-705, Method 205. 1, Paragraph 205. 1. 10
for the applicable voltage connection and frequency. Unless otherwise
specified, connect the signal input of the recording meter(s) to the con-
venience receptacle of the set or to the generator coil which is used as the
voltage sensing input to the voltage regulator. (Power the recording meter(s)
from the commercial utility.)

(b) The following items shall be recorded on both the data sheets and
the recording chart(s):

1 the date
2 the serial number(s) of the recording meter(s)
3 generator set identification
4 recording chart speed(s)
51 data reading number I

B.2-2
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608.2.3.2 Test.

* (a) Start and operate the generator set and allow the set to stabilize
at rated load, rated voltage and rated frequency. During this period op-
erate the recording meter(s) at a chart speed of not less than 6 inches per

hour, and record all instrument readings including thermal instrumentation
at minimum intervals of 10 minutes. If necessary, adjustments to the load,
voltage and frequency may be made to maintain rated load at rated voltage
and frequency. Adjustments to the voltage and frequency shall be limited
to those adjustments available to the operator, specifically adjustments to
the voltage or frequency adjust devices, On sets utilizing a droop-type
speed control system as the prime speed control, the speed and droop
portions of the control may be adjusted. No other adjustments to the
voltage and frequency control systems shall be made unless permitted by
the procurement document. Adjustments to load, voltage or frequency
controls shall be recorded on boc.h the data sheet and the recording chart(s)
at the time of adjustment. Unless otherwise specified in the procurement
document, stabilization shall be considered to have occurred when four

conecuivevolageandcurentrecorded readings of the generator (or
exciter) field either remain unchanged or have only minor variaiions about
an equilibrium condition with no evident continued increase or decrease
in value after the last adjustment to the load, voltage, or frequency has
been made.

(b) After step (a) above, no further adjustments may be made to the
* voltage or frequency controls or control systems for the remainder of

this test.

(c) Determine the short-term stability prior to the start of the long-
term rated load test by operating the recording meter(s) at a chart speed
of 12 inches per minute for 30 seconds. During this 30 second period,I
record all instrument readings. At the end of the 30 second period re-
duce the recording meter(s) chart speed to 12 inches per hour and con-
tinuing to record~proceed with the test at rated load for a 4 hour period.
During this period record all instrument readings at maximum intervals
of 30 minajtes.

(d) immediately after the long-term stability period [step (c,]J re-
duce the lo-ad to zero and allow the set to stabilize at no load. Ddiring
this period record all instrument readings including ambient tempera-
ture at minimum intervals of 10 minutes. No adjustments to the set shall
be made before, during or following this stabilization period. Unless
otherwise specified in the procurement document, stabilization shall be
considered to have occurred when four consecutive voltage and current
readings of the generator (or exciter) field either remain unchanged or
have only minor variations about an equilibrium condition with no evident
continued increase or decrease in value.

Method 608.2
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(e) immediately after the set has stabilized at no load repeat Step
(c) above except at no load.

~. ~:(f) Immediately after the no load operate the recording meter chart
speed at 12 inches per minute and in one step apply the following load con-

* ditions to the generator set for a minimum of 40 seconds. No adjustments
to the set shall be made before or during this portioni )f the method.

1) Rated load

32 Ra~tedloald
4 No load
5 Rated load
6 No load

(g) Repeat Paragraph 608.2.3 for each voltage connection and fre-
quency specified in the procurement document.

608.2.4 RESULTS.

(a) Determine the long-term rated load voltage stability as follows
(see Fig. 608.2-p):

(1) Using the rated load short-term voltage stability trace run
prior to the long-term rated load voltage stability test, determine the max-
'imum and minimum trace excursions. The maximum trace excursion is the
point of maximum voltage during the 30 second period prior to the start of
the long-term stability test and the minimum trace excursion is the point of
minimum voltage during the same time period.

$ (2) Calculate the middle of the observed steady state band by
adding the values obtained in (1) above and dividing by 2.

(3) Draw tie center line of the observed steady state band on the
chart at the value determined in (2) above.

(4) Construct the prescribed steady state band by drawing
two lines parallel to and equidistant from the center line of the observed band.
Extend this band the entire leng~th of the long-term steady state stability
test.

(b) Repeat Step (a) for the long-term rated load frequency stability
chart.

(c) Repeat Step (a) for the long-term no load voltage stability chart.

(d) Repeat Step (a) for the long-term no load frequency stability chart.

Methad 608. 2
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(e) Analyze the recording cha~rt data taken in paragraph 608. 2. 3. 2(f)
in accordance with Method 608. 1, Paragraph 608. 1. 4.

(f) The tabulation sheet shall contain for each trace: the observed.
maximum and minimum excursions during the short-term steady state
stability period; and the observed maximum and minimum excursions
during the long-term steady state stability tests.

(g) Compare the tabulated results with the requirements of the pro-
curement document.

608.2.5 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT REQUIREMENTS. The fol-
lowing items must be specified in the individual procurement document:

(a) Maximum allowable long-term voltage stability bandwidth or
deviation in percent of rated voltage.

(b) Maximum allowable long-term frequency stability bandwidth or
J deviation in percent of rated frequency.

is c)~ Voltage connection(s) and frequency(ies) at which this method

(d) Length of time for the long term stability rnsn, if other than four

(4) hours at rated load and four (4) hours at no load.

Method 608.2
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C.1. MIL-STD-633C
MTL-STD-633C
29 October 1971

1. SCOPE

1.1 Scope. This standard provides detailed information on the
physical and electrical characteristics an, log 4 .stical data on the DoD
approved family ot aobile electric power engine generator sets.

'e 1.2 4pplication. The standard has been prepared for use by all
Departmentc and Agencies of the Depatpz-nt of Defense in selecting engine
generator set.s for applications requiring mobile sources of electric
power and to assist the Froj 'CL Manager for Mobile Electric "Dwer in
effecting me-agemert and standardizar on of such sources of power within
the Department of Defense. The engine generator sets listeC herein are
the only sets in the 0.5 KW zhrough 1500 KW size -, irge authorized for
procurement. Persons with mobile elLtric pc::er require.nents in this
range, whose needs canno bo satisfied by one of the listed generator
sets must obtain the appiovae. of the Pizoject Manage-: before taking any
procurementt act Lon. See referenced Army, Navy, and Air Force Regulation
for deviation requests.

,.3 Organization. This standard is organized into five sections, as
follows:

Section I. DoD Standard Family, Tactical, Utility, Gasoline
Engine Driven Sets.

ect',-n 11 DoD Standard Family, Tactical, Utility, Diesel
Engine Driven Sets.

SeLtion ITT. DoD.Standard Family, Tactical, Prec!se, Diesel
Engine Driven Sets.

3ection TV. DoD Standard Femily, Prime, Utility. Diesel

Eng.ne Driven Sets.

Section V. fnte'rinm Standard Family, Gas Turbine Engine
Driven Sets.

Sections I through IV are comprised of gasoline and diesel engine driven
generator sets identified as DoD Standard Family Items. Section V
contains turbine engine driven generator sets. These sets are considered
Interim Standard Items since, in most instances, they are of an existing,
single service, design which has been adopted by Project Manager, Mobile
Electric Power as the standard item of supply for an indefinite period
of time.

2. REFERENCE DOCIMENTS

MIL-STD-1332, Definitions of Tactical, Prime, Precise, and Utility
Terminologies for Classification of the DoD Mobile Electric Power Engine
Generator Set Family.

C.1-1
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INDEX OF THE INTERIM AND DOD STANDARD FAMILY OF GENERATORS

Section I. Tactical utility gasoline engine driven:

DATA SHEETS

KW 28 VDC 60 Hz 400 Hz
Rating Model Item Item Item._.ge

0.5 MEP-014A 1 101S0.5 MEP-019A 2 105
0.5 MEP-024A 3 109
1.5 MEP-015A 4 113
1.5 MEP-025A 5 117
3 MEP-016A 6 121
3 MEP-021A 7 125
3 MEP-026A 8 129
5 MEP-017A 9 133
5 MEP-022A 10 137

10 MEP-018A 11 141
10 MEP-023A 12 145

FIGURES

Rating Photographs and outline drawing showing dimensions

__ __Rating Model Figure Page
0.5 KW, 60 Hz MEP-014A I-i 103
0.5 KW, 400 Hz MEP-019A 1-2 107
0.5 KW, 28 VDC MEP-024A 1-3 ill
1.5 KW, 60 Hz MEP-015A 1-4 115
1.5 KW, 28 VDC MEP-025A 1-5 119

3 KW, 60 Hz MEP-016A 1-6 123
3 KW, 400 Hz NEP-021A I-7 127
3 KW, 28 VDC MEP-026A 1-8 131
5 KW, 60 Hz MEP-017A 1-9 135
5 KW, 400 Hz MEP-022A 1-10 139

10 KW, 60 Hz MEP-018A I-l 143
10 KW, 400 Hz MEP-023A 1-12 147

£t
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l•ection I Item 1

k 0.5 KW, 60 Hz, Gasoline Engine-Generator Set

GENERAL APPLICATION CiARACTERISTICS

,liet~1: mEP-014A. FSN: 6115-923-4469. Specification: MIL-G-52448.
:..e: I(Tactical). Class; 2(Utility). Mode: 111(60 Hz). Power factor: 1.

VOL:AGE CONNECTIONS

-i volts, 2 wire, 1 phase.

... ting: 0.5 KW, 60 Hz, 125*F, sea level; 107*F, 5000 ft; 95°F, 8000 ft.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

M ,unted on a skid base (tubular frame).
' . ight 85 pounds. Dimension (inches) 19-5/8 long, 17 wide, 17 high.
*,m.ient temperature limits for operation:

Without winterization system: Minus 25*F (31.7*C) to plus 125*7 (51.7C).
,'eratior with base level or inclined to not more than 15* from level.

k '•'ock and rough handling test: Railroad hump, drop, vibration.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(Parametric values are the maximum allowable limits:)

Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):
Short term (30 neconds). 2. Long 'term (4 hours): 2.

Transient performance:
Application of rated load: Dip %: 30. Recovery sac: 2.
Rejection of rated load: Rise 2: 30. Recovery sec: 2.
Application of simulated motor load: Dip Z: N/A. Recovery sec: N/A.

Wave form: Maximum deviation factor %: N/A. Individual harmonic %: 5.
Regulation %: 4.
Adjusting range for standai'd voltage connections:

120 V conn: 114 to 126 V.

Frequency:
Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 3. Long term (4 hours): 3.
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Undershoot 2: 3. Recovery sec: 4.
Rejection of rated load: Overshoot 2: 5. Recovery sac: 6.

Regulation %: 3. Frequency adjustment range: 60 Hz: N/A.

C.1-3
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Re li ability:
Mean time between failures (MTBF): 250 hours (specified).

Engine mechanical data:
Make: Military. Model: 1A08. Std: MS39297. No. of cyl: 1.
Operating speed: 3600. Horsepower: 1.5. Cycle: 4.
Air cooled. Rope start. Type of fuel: Gasoline.

3 Fuel tank capacity: 1 gallon. Fuel pump lift: 3 feet.
Fuel consumption: 0.25 gph at rated load. Industrial noise level.

Electrical data:
Dripproof generator enclosure. Fungus and moisture treatment.
Solid state voltage regulator. Brushless rotary exciter.
Electromagnetic interference suppression.

t Instrumentation:
Voltmeter.

/ "IAuxiliary equipment:

Receptacle (convenience 120 VAC).

Optional equipment:
Canvas cover (D13213EO083). FSN: 6115-990-8770.

., ITechnical manuals:
TM5-6115-329-15 TO 35C2-3-440-1 TM03935V-14
TM5-6115-329-25P TO 35C2-3-440-14 SL-4-03520A
TM5-2805-256-14 TO 38G2-102-2
TM5-2805-256-24P TO 38G2-102-4

c. 1-4
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Section I Item 4

1.5 KW, 60 Hz, Gasoline Engine-Generator Sot

GENERAL APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS

,•Model: NEP-015A. FSN: 6115-889-1446. Specification: MIL-0-52282.
Type: I(Tactical). Class: 2(Utility). Mods: 111(60 Hz). 'Power factor: I .

VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

:• 120 volts, 2 wire, 240 volts, 2 wire.

Rating: 1.5 KW, 60 Hz, 125"F, sea level; 107*7, 5000 ft; 95*P, 8000 ft.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Mounted on a skid base (tubular frame).
Weight 125 pounds. Dimension (inches) 27-3/8 long, 20-3/8 wide, 18-1/2 high.
Ambient temperature limits for operation:
Without winterizat..on system: Minus 25*F (31.7C) to plus 125' (51.7'C).

Operation with base level or inclined to not more than 15* from level..
Shock and rough hand~ing test: Railroad hump, drop, vibration.
Lifting attachments provided.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(Parametric values are the maximum allowable limits:)

Voltasse:

Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):
Short term (30 seconds): 2. Long term (4 hours): 2.

Transient performance;
Application of rated load: Dip Z: 30. Recovery see: 2.
Rejection of rated load: Rise Z: 30. Recovery sec: 2.
Application of simulated motor load: Dip 2: N/A. Recovery see: I/A.

Wave form: Maximum deviation factor 1. N/A. Individual hamonic 2: 3.5.
Regulation %: 4; 5 for 240 volt, 2 wire.
Adjusting range aor standard voltage connections:

120 V conn: 114 to 126 V. 240 V coun: 228 to 252 V.

Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth %):
Short term (30 seconds): 3. Long term (4 hours): 3.

Transient performance:
Application of ra-ed load: Undershoot Z: 3. Recovery see: 4.
Rejection of rated load: Overshoot 2: 5. Recovery see: 6.

Regulation 2: 3. Frequency adjustment range: 60 Rs: N/A.

C.1-.6
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Page 2 of Item 4

Reliability:
Mean time between failures (MTBF): 250 hours (specified).

Enaine mechanical data:
Make: Military. Model: 2A016. Std: IZ32298. No. of cyl: 2.
Operating speed: 3600. Horsepower: 3. Cycle: 4. S•* Air cooled. Rope start. Type of fuel: Gasoline.
Fuel tank capacity: 1.5 gallons. Fuel pump lift: 3 feet.
Fuel consumption: 0.54 s ph at rated load. Industrial noise level.

Electrical data:
Dripproof generator enclosure. Fungus and moisture treatment.
Solie state voltage regulator. Brushless rotary exciter.
Electromagnetic interference suppression.

Instrumentation:
Voltmeter. Frequency meter.

Auxiliary equipmnt:
Receptacle (convenience 120 VAC). Fuel lines.

Opti.onal equipment:

Canvas cover D13214E0156). FSN: 6115-941-1655.

Technical manuals:
TM5-6115-323-15 Tb 35C2-3-385-11 TM03521A-14
TM5-2805-257-14 TO 38G2-103-2 SL-4-03521A
TM5-2805-257-24P TO 38G2-103-4
L05-2805-257-12

C.1-7
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Section I Item 6

3 KW, 60 Hz, GasoliT.e Engine-Generator Set

GENERAL APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS

Model: MEP-016A. FSN: 6115-017-8237. Specification: MIL-G-52367.
Type: I(Tactical). Class: 2(Utility). Mode: 111(60 Hz). Power factor: 0.8.

VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

120 volts, 2 wire, 1 phase; 240 volts, 2 wire, 1 phase;
120 volts, 3 wire, 3 phase; 120/20S volts, 4 wire, 3 phase.

Rating: 3 KW, 60 Hz, 125 0 F, sea level; 107F, S00Oft; 956F, 8000 ft.

S) GENERAL DESCRIPTION

*•" • Mounted on a skid base (tubular frame).
Weight 285 pounds. Dimension (inches): 35 long, 24-9.64 wide, 25 high.
Ambient temperature limits for operation:

Without winterization system: Minus 25°F (31.7ýC) to plus 125*F (51.7C).
With winterization system: Minus 65*F (53.9*C) to plus 125*F (51.7C).

Operation with base level or inclined to not more than 15' from level.
Sliek and rough handling test: Railroad hump, drop, vibration.
"Lifting and tie-down attachments provided.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(Parametric values are the maximum allowable limits:)

"Iolt&ae:
Steady state stabil:;.ty (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 2. Long term (4 hours): 2.
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Dip %: 30. Recovery see: 2.
Rejection of rated load: Rise %: 30. Recovery see: 2.
Application of simulated motor load: Dip %: N/A. Recovery sac: N/A.

Wave form: Maxi'nut deviation factor %: N/A. Individual harmonic 2: 3.
Regulation %: 4. 5 for 240 V, 2 wire.
Ad.jsting range for standard voltage connections:

120/208 V conn: 197 to 218 V; 240 V conn: 228 to 252 V.
120 V, 1 phasq conn: 114 co 126 V; 120 V, 3 phase conn: 114 to 126 V.

.J
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Frequency:
Steadystate stability (viriation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 1. Long term (4 hours): 2,
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Undershoot %: 3. Reco,,ery sac: 4.
Rejection of rated load: Overshoot %: 5. Recovery sec: 6.

Regulation %: 3. Frequency adjustment range: 60 Hz: N/A.

Reliability:
Mean time between failures (?.flBF): 250 hours (specified).

Enaine mechanical data:
Make: Military. Model: 4A032. Std: MS39299. No. of cyl: 4.
Operating speed: 3600. Horsepower: 6. Cycle: 4.
"Air cooled. Rope start. Type of fuel: Gasoline.
Fuel tank capacity: 3.6 gallons. Fuel pump lift: 3 feet.
Fuel consumption: 0.84 gph at rated load. Industrial noise level.

Electrical data.

Dripproof generator enclosure. Fungus and moisture treatment.
Solid state voltage regulator. Brushless rotary exciter.
Short circuit protection. Electromagietic interference suppression.

Instrumentation:
Voltmeter. Frequency meter. Percent-of-load meter (current).

Auxiliary equipment:
Receptacle (convenience 120 VAC). Fuel lines.

Optional equigment:
Description FSN A
Winterization kit (D13213E4430)
Torch (MIL-H-52112, type 1) 4520-710-4341
Canvas cover (D13208E5907) 6115-96(-2703
Starter kit (DI3208E5819) 2920-075-1710

Technical manuals:
TM5-6115-271..14 TO 35C2-3-386-1
TM5-6115-271-20P TO 35C2-3-386-4
TM5-6115-271-34P TO 35C2-3-386-25
TM5-2805-203-14 TO 38G2-90-1

TM5-2805-203-24P TO 38G2-90-14

Special. features:
Trailer mounting:

PU-617/M (2 sets) M10 Trailer FSN 6115-738-6335
PU-625/G (2 sets) Ml01 Trailer FSN 6115-873-3915
PU-628/G (2 sets) Ml01 Trailer FS7 6115-087-0873

C.1-10
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Section I Item 9

5 KW, 60 Hz, Gasoline Engine-Generator Set

GENERAL APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS

Model: MEP-017A. FSN: 6115-017-8240. Specification: MIL-G-52279.
Type: I(Tactical). Class: 2(Utility). Mode: 111(60 Hz). Power factor: 0.8.

VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

120 volts, 2 wire, 1 phase; 240 volts, 2 wire, 1 phase;
120 volts, 3 wire, 3 phase; 120/208 volts, 4 wire, 3 phase.

Rating:m 5 KW, 60 Hz, 125*F, sea level; 107*F, 5000 ft; 95"F, 8000 ft.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Mounted on a skid base (tubular frame).
Weight 488 pounds. Dimension (inches): 39-21/32 long, 30 wide, 25 high.
Ambient temperature liatits for operation:
Without winterization system: Minus 250F (31.79C) to plus 125*F (51.7C).
With winterization system: Minus 65°F (51.9C) to plus 1251F (51.7C).

Operation with base level or inclined to not more than 15* from level. I
Shock and rough handling test: Railroad hump, drop, vibration.
Lifting and tie-down attachments provided.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(Parametric values are the maximum allowable limits:)

Voltase:
Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth ):

Short term (30 seconds): 2. Long term (4 hours): 2.
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Dip %: 30. Recovery sac: 2.
Rejection of rated load: Rise %: 30. Recovery sec: 2.
Application of simulated motor load: Dip 2: N/A. Recovery sac: N/A.

Wave form: Maximum deviation factor Z: N/A. Individual harmonic X: 3.
Regulation %: 4. 5 for 240 V, 2 wire.
Adjusting range for standard voltage connections:

120/208 V conn: 197 to 218 V; 240 V conn: 228 to 252 V.
120 V, 1 phase conn: 114 to 126 V; 120 V, 3 phase conn: 114 to 126 V.

Frequency:
Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 1. Long term (4 Hours): 2.
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Undershoot 2: 3. Recovery seec: 4.
Rejection of rated load: Overshoot 2: 5. Recovery eec: 6.
Regulation 2: 3. Frequency adjustment range: 60 Hs. N/A.

C.1-12
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S....Reliability:
Mean time between failures (MTBF): 250 hours (specified).

Engine mechanical data:

Make: Military. Model: 2A042. Std: MS39300. No. of cyl: 2.
Operating speed: 3600. Horsepower: 10. Cycle: 4.
Air cooled. Rope and 24 VDC electric start. Type of fuel: Gasoline.
Fuel tank capacity: 5 gallons. Fuel pump lift: 6 feet.
Fuel consumption: 1.4 gph at rated load. Industrial noise level.

Electrical data:
Dripproof generator enclosure. Fungus and moisture treatment.

U Solid state voltage regulator. Brushless rotary exciter.
Short cirý.uit protection. Electromagnetic interference suppression.

Instrumentation:
Hour mater. Voltmeter. Frequency meter. Low oil pressure gage.

f Percent-of-load meter (current). Battery charging ammeter.

Auxiliary equipment:
Remote stop and start. Fuel line . Receptacle slave 24 VDC.
Receptacle (convenience 120 VAC). Battery charging rectifier.

Optional equipment:
Description FSN Wt ,(_b_
Winterization kit (DL13218E8063)
Torch (MIL-H-52112, type 1) 4520-710-4341
Canvas cover (D13211E6769-1) 6115-945-7545
Batteri.es 6140-059-3528 35
Fire extinguisher w/bracket 4210-555-8837 10
Fuel can (MIL-C-1283) 7240-222-3086
Fuel drum adapter (DL13211E7541) 2910-066-1235

Technical manuals:
TM5-6115-332-12 TO 35C2-3-424-1
TM5-6115-332-34 TO 35C2-3-424-22
TM5-6115-332-25P TO 35C2-3-424-4
TM5-2805-258-14 TO 38G2-8)-21 TM03523B-15
TM5-2805-258-24P TO 38G2-89-34 SL-4-035-23B

Special features:
Trailer mounting

PU-409A/M (1 set) MIO1 Trailer FSN 6115-738-6338
PU-618/M (2 sets) M103 Trailer FSN 6115-738-6337
PU-620/M (2 sets) M116 Trailer FSN 6115-738-6340
PU-629/G (2 sets) M103 Trailer FSN 6115-937-5555
PU-631/G (2 sets) M103 Trailer FSN 6115-059-5172
PU-686/TCC-23 (2 sets) M103 Trailer FSN 6115-132-4497

.C,l-1 3
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Section I Item 11

10 KW, 60 Hz, Gasoline Engine-Generator Set

GENERAL APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS

SModel: MHLP-018A. 'SN: 6115-389-1447. Specification: MIL-G-52280.
Type: I(Tactical). Class: 2(Utility). Mode: 111(60 Hz). Power factor: 0.8.

VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

!120 volts, 2 wire, 1 phase; 120/240 volts, 3 wire, 1 phase;
120 volts, 3 wire, 3 phase; 120/208 volts, 4 wire, 3 phase.

Rating: 10 KW, 60 Hz, 125*F, sea level; 1070F, 5000 ft; 95°F, 8000 ft.

GENERAL DESCVIPTION

Mounted on a skid base (tubular frame).
Weight 850 pounds. Dimension (inches): 57 long, 30 wide, 28-3/8 high.
4mbient temperature limits for operation:

IF• Without winterization system: Minus 25*F (31.7°C) to plus 125*F (51.7C).
With winterization system: Minus 65*F (53.9C) to plus 125*F (51.7C).

Operation with base level or inclined to not more than 15* from level.
Shock and rough handling test: Railroad hump, drop, vibration.
Lifting and tie-down attachments nrovided.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(Parametric values are the maximum allowable limits:)

Voltage:
Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 1. Long term (4 hours): 1.
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Dip %: 20. Recovery sac: 2.
Rejection of ratee load: Rise %: 20. Recovery sec: 2.
Application of simulated motor load: Dip %: 40. Recovery sec: 4.

Wave form: Maximum deviation factor %: N/A. Individual harmonic Z: 2.
Regulation %: 3. 4 for 120/240 V, 3 wire.
Adjusting range for standard voltage connections:

120/208 V conn: 197 to 218 V; 120/240 V corn: 228 to 252 V.
120 V, 1 phase conn: 114 to 126 V; 120 V, 3 phase conn: 114 to 126 V.

Frequency:
"Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 1. Long term (4 hours): 2.
5 Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Undershoot Z: 3. Recovery sac: 4.
Rejectioa, of rated load: Overshoot %: 5. Recovery sec. 6.

J Regulation %: 3. Frequency adjustment range: N/A.

C.1-15
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Reliability:
Mean time between failures (MTBF): 250 hours (specified).

Enstine mechanical data:
Make: Military. Model: 4A084. Std: MS39302. No. of cyl: 4.
Operating speed: 3600. Horsepower: 20. Cycle: 4.
Air cooled: Rope and 24 VDC electric start. Type of fuel: Gasoline.
Fuel tank capacity: 5 gallons. Fuel pump lift: 6 feet.
Fuel cor'sumption: 2.4 gph at rated load. Industrial noise level.

Electrical data:
Dripproof generator enclosure. Fungus and moisture treatment.

j Solid state voltage regulator. Brushless rotary exciter.
Short circuit protection. Electromagnetic interference suppression.

k Instrumentation:
Hour meter. Voltmeter. Frequency meter. Low oil pressure gage.
Percent-of-load meter (current). Battery charging Ammeter.

Auxiliary equipment:
Remote stop and start. Fuel lines. Receptacle slave 24 VDC.
Receptacle (convenience 120 VAC). Battery charging rectifier.

Optional equipment:
Description FSN Wt (lb)
Winterization kit (DL13218E8059)
Torch (MIL-i{-52112, type 1) 4520-710-4341
Canvas co3ver (DL13211E6769g-2) 6115-066-4933
Batteries 6140-059-3528 35
Fire extinguisher wfbracket 4210-5554W8~ 10
Fuel can (MIL-C-1283) 7240-222-3086

Fuel drum adapt r (DL13211E7541) 2910-066-1235
Technical manuals:

TMS-6115-275-15
TM5-6115-275-25P
TM5-2805-259-14 TO 38G2-89-43, TM03524B-14
TM5-2805-259-24P To 38G2-89-54 SL-4-03524B

Special features:
PIJ-332A/G (1 set) M101 Trailer 6115-738-6336

PU-619/M (2 sets) M103 Trailer 6115:738-63391
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Section II Item 1

5 KW, 60 FRz, Diesel Engine-Generator Set k

GENERAL APPLICATION QCARACTERISTICS

Model: MEP-O02A. FSN: 6115-465-1044. Specification: PD-4-22-71.
V .Type: I(Tactical). Class: 2(Utility). Mode: 111(60 Hz). Power factor: 0.8.

VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

120 volts, 1 phase, 2 wire. 120/240 volts, 1 phase, 3 wire. 120/208 volts,
3 phase, 4 wire.

Rating: 5 KW, 60 Hz, sea level, 1256F; 5000 ft, 1150?.
4 KW, 60 Hz, 8000 ft, 956F.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Mounted on a skid base. Weight: 900 pounds.
Dimension (inches): 51 long, 32 wide, 39 high.
Ambient temperature limits for operation:

Without winterization systetu: Minus 25OF (31.70C) to plus 125oF (51.7*C).
With winterization system: Minus 65°F (53.9"C) to plus 125'? (51.7C).

0peration with base level or inclined to not more than 150 from level.
lifting, towing, and tie-down attachments provided. Forklift provision.
Shock and rough handling test: Railroad hump, road, drop.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(Parametric values are the maximum allowable limits:)

Voltage:
Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 2. Long term (4 hours): 4.
i •Transient performance:

'Application of rated load: Dip %: 20. Recovery sect 3.
Rejection of rated load: Rise 2: 20. Recovery sec: 3.
Application of simulated motor load: Dip 2: 40. Recovery sec: 5

Wave form: Maximum deviation factor %: 5. Individual hrmonic 2: 2.
Regulation %: 3.
Adjusting range for standard voltage connections:

120 V, conn: 114 to 126; 120/240 V, conn: 228 to 252;
120/208 V, conn: 198 to 228.

C.1-18
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Frequency:

Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):
Short term (30 seconds): 2. Long term (4 hours): 3.

Transient performance:
Application of rated load: Undershoot %: 3. Recovery sec: 3.
Rejection of rated load: Overshoot 2: 4. Recovery see: 3.

Frequency adjustment range %: + 3.
Regulation 2: 3.

Reliabilty:
Mean time between failures (MTBF): 500 hours (specified).

Engine mechanical data:
Make: ONAN. Model: DJE-99E. Spec: MIL-E-11276.
Operating speed: 1800 RPM. Horsepower min: 10. Air cooled. Cycle: 4.
24 VDC electric start. Residential noise level.
Fuel type: VV-F-800, DF-l, DF-2, or DF-A. MIL-T-5624, JP-4.

.,Fuel tank for 8 hours operation. Fuel p,up lift 6 ft.
Fuel consumption: 0.57 gph at rated load. Battery charging alternator.

Electrical data:
Dripproof generator enclosure.
Fungus and moisture treatment. Solid state voltage regulator.
Brushless rotary exciter. Overload protection.
Electromagnetic interference suppression. Short circuit protection.

1 Instrumentation:

Voltmeter. Ameter. Freqtiency meter.

Auxiltary equipment:
Fuel lines. Receptaclefconvenience 120 VAC).

Optional equipment:
Ground rod: MIL-R-11461, type II, style 2.
Fire extinguisher w/bracket: FSN: 4210-555-8837.
Winterization kit (fuel burning): Max weight: 350 pounds,
Batteries (MS35000).

Technical manuals:
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Section I1 Item 3

10 KW, 60 Hz, Diesel Engine-Generator Set

GENERAL APPLICATION OUARACTERISTICS

Model: ME-P-O03A. FSN: 6115-465-1030. Specification: PD-4-22-71.
Type: I(Tactical). Class: 2(Utility). Mode: 111(60 Hz). Power factor: 0.8.

VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS

120 volts, 1 phase, 2 wire. 120/240 volts, 1 phase, 3 wire. 120/208 volts,
3 phase, 4 wire.

Rating,: 10 KW, 60 Hz, sea level, 1253*; 5000 ft, 115*7.
8 KW, 60 Hz, .8000 ft, 950F.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Mounted on a skid base. Weight: 1100 pounds.
Di~.msion (inches): 62 long, 32 wide, 39 high.
Ambient temperature limits for operation:

SWithout winterization system: Minus 25*7 (31.7*C) to plus 125*F (51.7*C)ý
With winterization system: Minus 65*F (53.9*C) to plus 125*F (51.7*C).

Operation with base level or inclined to not more than 15* from level.
Lifting, towing, and tie-down attachments provided. Forklift provision.
Shock and rough handling test: Railroad hump, road, drop.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
(Parametric values are the maximum allowable limits:)

Voltage:
Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 2. Long term (4 hours): 4.
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Dip 2: 20. Recovery seec: 3.
Rejection of rated load: Rise %: 20. Recovery seec: 3.
Application of simulated motor load: Dip %: 40. Recovery sea: 5.

Wave form: Maximum deviation factor 2: 5. Individual harmonic 2: 2.
Regulation 2: 3.
Adjusting range for standard voltage connectionat

120 V, conn: 114 to 126; 120/240 V, conn: 228 to 252;
120/208 V, conn: 198 to 228.

4'i C.1-22
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Frequency,
Steady state stability (variation) (bandwidth 2):

Short term (30 seconds): 2. Long term (4 hours): 3.
Transient performance:

Application of rated load: Undershoot 2: 3. Recovery sec: 3.
Rejection of rated load: Overshoot 2: 4. Recovery seec: 3.

' ,Frequency adjustment range 2: + 3.
Regulation 2: 3.

.Reliabilty:

Mean time between failures (MTBF): 500 hours (specified).

ainmne mechanical data:
Make: ONAN. Model: DJF-99E. Spec: MIL-2-11276.
Operating speed: 1800 RPM. Horsepower mint 20. Air cooled. Cycle: 4.
24 VDC electric start. Residential noise level.
Fuel type: VV-F-800, DF-1, DF-2, or DF-A. MIL-T-5624, J'P-4.
Fuel tank for 8 hours operation. Fuel pump lift 6 ft.

Dripproof generator enclosure.

.Funus and moisture treatment. Solid state voltage regulator.
Brushless rotary exciter. Overload protection.
Electromagnetic interference suppression. Short circuit protection.

IZnstrumentation:
Voltmeter. Ameter. Frequency meter.

Axiliary eauipment:
Suel lines. Receptacle (convenience 120 VAC).

Optional equipment:
Ground rod: MIL-R-11461, type II, style 2.
Fire extinguisher v/bracket: FSN: 4210-555-8837.
Winterization kit (fuel burning): Max weight: 350 pounds.
Batteries (0635000).

Technical manuals:

C.1-23
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MILITARY STANDARD
MOBILE ELECTRIC POWER

ENGINE GENERATOR STANDARD FAMILY
MEP-4 1 2.A, 10 kW, 60 Hz, GAS TURBINE ENGINE-DRIVEN GENERATOR SET

CHARACTERISTICS DATA SHEET

CLASSIFICATION

D " ;crlPtion: 10 kW 0 0.8 power factor. 60 Hr., 120 V, 120/?.4O V, 120/208 V
Not type classified for Army use.

tiodul: MEP-412A Type: I (tactical)
NSN: To be determined Class: 2 (utility)
Spec: PD £0 Aug 18 Mode: II1 (60 Hz)

P.HYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

ii meII3ions: See Figures 16 and 17 on pages 76 and 77.

Wight: 1456 lbs (;?06.8 kg).

SI'bi t y: Mounted o•'•rkid base. Lifting, and tie-down attachments provided.
?owing provision.

"::nf?: Gas turbino. Horsepower: 28 0 Q3,500 RPM. Air cooled. 24 VDC
;ý[,,c!.rio .:-tirt. Op'..rat.Ing speod: q3,500 RPM/with gear reduction to 3600.
'nt.1,r'nal fuel tank: 4 minuLev operation. Fuel pump lil't: 6 feet. Auxiliary
AUe± hose: 12 feet.

Fuel:

Priiantry: MIL-T-5624 Aviation Turbine Fuels, grades JP-4 and JP-5. VV-F-800,
Diesel Fuel Oi, types DF-1, DF-2 and DF-A and MIL-F-16884, Marine
Diesel Fuel Oil.

E:mergency fuel: MTL-o-3056 and VV-G-76 Automotive Gasolines and MIL-0-5572
Aviation Uasolines. Grades 80/87, 100/130 and 115/145t

Electrical Data: Fungus and moisture treatment. Solid state voltage regulator.
Brushless rotary exciter.

V.oltage Connection: 120 V, 1 phase, 2 wire. 120/240 V, 1 phase 3 wire,

120/208 V, 3 phase 4 wire.

C.2-1
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Protective Devices: Short circuit protection. Overload. Engine overspeed
and exhaust temperature protection. L(.* oil pressure cut-off switch. Low
fuel (4 minutes operation). Malfunction indicator for each protective
device.

Instrumentation: Voltmeter. Ammeter. Hourmeter. Frequency Meter.

FUNCTIONWA,/OPERATIONAL CHARACTFRISTICS

Reliability: Mean Time Between Failures (t.TBF): 750 hours (specified)

Fuel Consumption: 3.4 gph at rated load.

Electromagnetic Interference: Suppressed to MIL-STD-461 limits.

Voltage Frequency

Steady State Stability (variation)
Short Term (30 see) 2% Bandwidth 2% BandwidthLong Term (4 hours) 4% Bandwidth 3% Bandwidth

Transient Performance
Application of rated load 20% Dip 3% Undershoot

recovery 3 See 3 Sae
Rejection of rated load 20% Rise 4% Overshoot

recovery 3 Sea 3 Sea

Waveform
Maximum Deviation Factor 5%
Individual Harmonic 2%

Regulition: 3% 3%

Adjustment Range for Standard Voltage Connections: 205 to 220 V for 120/208 V
connection. 114 to 126 V for 120 V connection. 228 to 252 V for 240 V
connection.

tdjo,3tment RRi&2 {o;' F'cLquenry: 58.2 to 61.8 Hz.

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

Power Output at Environmental Conditions

10 kW, 60 Hz, Sea Level: Minus 650 F (-53.90 C) to plus 1250 F (451.7 C)
10 kW, 60 Hz, 5000 feet: Minus 650 F (-53.9* C) to plus 1070 F (+41.70 C)

9 kW, 60 Hz, 8000 feet: Minus 650 F (-53.90 C) to plus 950 F (+35.0 C)

Y. Shock and Rough Handling: 10 mph railroad impact. 12 inch drop. 12 inch end
drop. Truck and trailer transportation.

C.2-2
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Attitude: Operate with base level or inclined no more than 15 degrees from level.

Noise Level: 79 dbA @ 25 feet.

OPTIONAL EQQUIPMENT

F~'V None.

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

Technioa Manuals: Not published.
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